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Introduction
Of all of the myriad literary forms that William Gilmore Simms
assayed, the poem was always his favorite. Poetry was his first love and
after his letters, his greatest output. For the first special issue of The
Simms Review, it is appropriate that the theme be Simms as poet, the
topic of the most recent Simms conference, held in Athens, Georgia, in
September, 2008. This issue gathers several of the presentations given
there, revised for publication, along with a few additional contributions.
We thank all of our contributors, particularly those who worked with us
to expand their conference papers into articles. We especially thank our
editorial board for their service as referees for this issue; their evaluations
and recommendations strengthened the articles greatly. This issue would
not have been possible without the support of Society member John G.
Simms, Jr., whose generosity made possible this new format.
This issue represents the range of scholars who have contributed
to Simms studies over the past four decades, from senior scholars such as
James E. Kibler, Jr. and James B. Meriwether, whose work did much to
establish modern Simms scholarship, to younger scholars studying Simms
as part of their graduate work, such as Corey Don Mingura and Doreen
Thierauf. Simms wrote for a popular audience as well as a learned one, so
it is fitting that the articles here address the full range of his expression,
from the theory explored by Carl Rapp to the practice analyzed by David
W. Newton. Likewise, Simms’s critical writings range from brief notices
to full-length essays, so it appropriate that the contributions here span the
gamut from shorter reflections to full-fledged articles.
Simms began his career as a poet with his Monody, on the Death
of Gen. Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, which opens this issue. James
Kibler published a reproduction of his photostatic copy of the original in
The Simms Review last year, an important republication despite the legibility problems posed by the fifty-year-old early Xerographic reproduction. This issue of the Review presents Simms’s original text, drawn from
the two disbound copies originally found in the Charles Carroll Simms
Collection in the South Caroliniana Library, reset in a textually accurate
format. It is the subject of James B. Meriwether’s article, first given as
a paper at the Reynolds Conference, “Simms in the Revolution,” held
in Charleston in 1976. Though completed as an article in 1993, it was
only read aloud at the Simms conference in September, 2008 and has not
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been published until now. A founding member of The Simms Society,
Meriwether died before this essay could be published, and its appearance
here serves as a memorial to his life-long appreciation for and work on
Simms.
One point established by Meriwether’s essay is Simms’s debt
to neoclassicism, the topic of Matthew Brennan’s article. A poet as well
as a scholar, Brennan brings to his discussion of Simms’s influences an
appreciation of the range of poetic forms Simms mastered, highlighting
the degree to which neoclassicism informed his poetic oeuvre over his
entire career. One poetic form that Simms returned to over the years was
the children’s rhyme, the subject of David Newton’s contribution. A project that he worked on intermittently for decades, Simms’s Grandfather
Gander poems offer scholars new insights into Simms’s poetics as well as
deepening our appreciation of the critical philosophy that informed it.
That critical philosophy is the subject of two essays here. Carl
Rapp provides a new reading of Simms’s Poetry and the Practical,
explaining its significance in the light of the philosophy of Kant and
Schiller, connections that highlight the innovative aspects of Simms’s
view of art and artists. Doreen Thierauf provides a broader reading of
Simms’s critical aesthetic as expressed through his reviews, noting the
consistency of the underlying principles that made Simms so formidable and effective a critic. Longtime Review editor James E. Kibler,
Jr. also addresses Poetry and the Practical, providing an overview of
its arguments as well as its significance in the light of Simms’s thought
and poetic practice. Simms scholars are indebted to Dr. Kibler for his
achievement in editing and introducing Poetry and the Practical, a
seminal series of lectures that remained in manuscript form until its publication in 1996. That publication made possible Corey Don Mingura’s
thoughtful reading of Simms’s critique of capitalism in two poems, “The
Western Emigrants” and “Sonnet—The Age of Gold.”
In addition to his skills as a practitioner and critic of poetry,
Simms was also a gifted editor and anthologist. Sean R. Busick addresses
Simms’s War Poetry of the South, calling for a reexamination of this
neglected anthology, a work that offers much to our understanding of
Simms’s postwar efforts to rebuild his career and his state. Simms’s
sharp-eyed, level-headed assessment of what was necessary then was
matched by his analysis of the country’s direction before the War, which
Kevin Collins explores in his article. Simms’s prescience in foreshadow-
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ing Frederick Jackson Turner’s Frontier Thesis in his Border Romances
not only underscores his stature as an exemplar of his times but also
emphasizes his contention that a true poet is a seer whose vatic role is
critical for the intellectual and spiritual health of his society.
John Miller’s article approaches several themes explored by
other contributors by focusing on Simms’s “Notes on Bartram.” Instead
of picturesque specimens of a soothing natural world, plants and wildlife
in the “Notes” poems are hostile. While underscoring his essentially
Romantic outlook, these poems highlight the complexity of Simms’s
understanding of the relationship between the poetic imagination and the
environment.
Paul C. Graham’s research on Simms’s Masonic connections has
enriched our understanding of this vital and largely overlooked aspect of
Simms’s later years (see the second issue of the Society newsletter, the
Simms Society News, for more.) Here he traces how Simms’s involvement with Freemasonry found voice in his poetry, focusing on the poem
“Epistle to a Brother Mason in Affliction.”
Simms wrote poetry throughout his career, so it is fitting that
the front and back covers depict him as a young man, at the height of
his powers, and in his last years, brow unfurrowed but jaw set, still
writing a prodigious amount despite the privations and illness that were
constants of his life after the Civil War. We gratefully acknowledge the
South Caroliniana Library for permission to publish these images and to
reproduce the text of Monody.
This issue of the Review marks a transition from the able and
indefatigable efforts of founding editor James E. Kibler, Jr., who undertook its creation and patiently edited it for seventeen years. The Society
and all Simms scholars are indebted to him for his hard work and faithful stewardship, and we are especially grateful to him for agreeing to
continue to serve as advisor and peer reviewer. Likewise, no issue of the
Review is complete without acknowledging the support of the Society. It
is rare for a scholarly society to attract such a range of committed members, both from within and without the academy, and as the Society enters
its eighteen year, we can take pride in how far we have come since that
first meeting nearly two decades ago. That progress is due to the enthusiasm and support of this remarkable group of scholars and enthusiasts,
whose patronage is a model of the kind of collaboration that all scholarly
publications aspire to, but only rarely achieve.

Detail of the title page of Monody, on the Death of Gen. Charles Cotesworth Pinckney.

Monody, On the Death of
Gen. Charles Cotesworth Pinckney
William Gilmore Simms
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WHEN from the western sky, in purple robe,
The Sun withdraws, and leaves the azure globe,
Still o’er the vest of Night we watch his rays,
As ’midst the wave his courser he delays;
Still do we look as gold and purple vie,
To grace the snow-white wreath that wraps the sky;
And Nature’s works in equal concert move,
As thro’ the deep blue void, the pale stars rove,
And find, tho’ set, that Sun his ray extends,
Leaving a fond Remembrancer, that blends
In tints that mock the rainbow’s hues at even,
All that is bright or beautiful in Heaven!
The hoary oak is scathed by many a year;
Its green hues faded, and its leaflets sear,
The tempest came, unmoved it met the blast,
Stretch’d its wide arms, and dared it as it past;
Mock’d the rude summons of the angry wind,
Nor sought in base submission, life to find,
Whilst all around bow’d to its restless course,
Nor dared to look,—that Oak withstood its force!
The blast had ceased its fury—but its mark
Had rested on the forest—it was dark!
The streamlet shared its horrors—there was blood
In torrents, and strew’d limbs upon its flood;—
The mountain’s brow own’d many an unknown stain—
The vale—’twas long, ere it look’d green again—
Nature was clothed in sadness—vale and hill
Had mingled their pure forms with crime and ill:
But ’midst that scene, so desolate and lone,
Mark’d ye—that giant Oak, or had it gone?
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I look’d upon the forest—(so the form
Of Time hath told us,) and I saw the storm,
Its first and latest—o’er the vast expanse
Of mountains, and of forests—with a glance
I knew their evils—few had stood, and they
Seem’d but to harbinger their own decay.—
Many were prostrate,—but each oak that fell
Sunk deep in earth, and from its natural cell,
Quick, from the acorn, foster’d with the blood,
That flowed untainted thro’ a vestal flood,
Sprung the young sapling, and arose from earth
With all his parents pride, and equal birth,
He stands in youthful promise—but the hand
Of fury had been shaken o’er that land—
The flame had not been slow to work its way
Man gave to Nature premature decay—
Murder, with blood-shot eye, had broken the seal
Of Being, with a red, unlicensed steel;
Care had not slumber’d, and Disease’s arm
Had ne’er delay’d to lend its fatal charm!
And all was anarchy—confusion dire
Her torch-light waved of many a varied fire;—
But there were columns standing—and in vain
That foe had bound them with its with’ring chain—
They have defended causes—deem’d undone
That oak—among the proud, a well known one!
The scene was changed—and smiling Peace once more
Spread her white wing, and cast her mantle o’er
The Home of Ruin—and the vale again
Look’d green and bright—nor wore a trace of stain;
Verdure had clothed the lofty Mountain’s brow,
The streamlet wanton’d, with an equal flow,
And wooed pure breezes from her Southern vales,
T’ enrich her bosom, and to waft her sails:—
The forest Monarch’s changed their blacken’d hue,
New oaks arose to greet th’ enraptured view; —
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Peace, smiling Peace, revisited the scene;
Each valley smiled,—and every hill was green!
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Thou patriot sire! that shrunk not when thy land,
Was fiercely menaced by the invading band;
When pale confusion fill’d each quiv’ring eye,
And desolation, waved her torch on high;
Thou, ’midst the few, when all but life was lost,
And even Hope, by stern assurance crost,
Didst thou despair? Or did thy trembling arm
Convulsive, tell thy innate soul’s alarm—
Did one small feature of thy brow pourtray,
The eventful horrors of that glorious day,
When infant Freedom nursed in wars’ embrace,
Bared the red steel, and battled for her race?
No! ’midst the few, the sacred, godlike few,
Who felt their cause was just, their faulchions true,
Joint Spirits of the brave, who, proudly free,
Hallow’d with blood, thy plain Thermopylæ!
Our Chief appears; not his the soul to wait,
Till urged to conflict, by a laggard fate;
Not his to seek, whilst all around was dark
For other rays—himself a glorious spark
Of that proud spirit, which thro’ ages past,
The unshackled lot of myriads still has cast,
Descending on from well tried sire to son,
’Till freedom’s battle o’er the world is won!
Thine arm was first in conflict, link’d with those
Brave spirits who have seen thy ev’ning close,
And glorious to the last who watch thy ray,
As slow descending from the glare of day,
Thy soul still tracks the bosom of the sky,
Like memory’s hues that fade not, tho’ they fly.

82 faulchions: Broad, short swords characterized by a convex edge curving sharply to
the point.
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Thy Morning Sun was glorious; and the brave
Who bore thine honor’d relics to the grave—
Compatriots of thy soul! can well proclaim,
Thy Ev’ning worthy of thy Morning fame.
When care and anguish press’d thy fev’rish hand,
And Time had changed with mournful brow, the sand
That mark’d thy term of being, and thine eye
Had lost its bright expression, whilst the sigh
That pain extorts, foretold th’ approaching hour
Of lonely desolation, when the power
That life imparts, inclining to its end
Calls deep attention from each anxious friend,
Say, did remembrance give thy ling’ring thought
One tone, which, dying, thou would’st have forgot?
Did pale conviction from her pilgrim cell
Pourtray one scene, thy heart remember’d well;
Harrowing thy soul to madness, whilst the tear
Stole to thy burning cheek, and wither’d there?
Searcher of Hearts! that still omniscient views
Each flowret’s birth and water’st it with dews;
Thou who still scan’st as equal lord of all,
An Empires ruin, and a sparrow’s fall;
Was he, who bore the warrior’s, Patriot’s name,
Condemn’d to toil alone for earthly fame—
He who stood forth, nor selfish, nor dismay’d,
When Nature’s Rights demanded every blade—
Who, in the hour “that tried men’s souls,” arose,
Prepared alike for amnesty or blows,
As duty will’d it—ever at the head
Of those brave spirits, who their best blood shed
On plains, streams, mountains, rich as Greece can boast—
Immortal offring!—sacrificed—not lost!
“Millions for Right,” ’twas from his lips it went;
“Millions for Right—for tribute not a cent!”
And with the few that bled in freedom’s cause,
Unshaken fought—and gain’d a world’s applause.
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But not alone applause—the tearful eye
The pale, wet cheek—the deep and mournful sigh,
Attest one truth in every heart imbued,
That general worth meets general gratitude!
Immortal Birthright! Kings their crowns bequeath,
A splendid bauble—freemen leave the wreath
Of sacred will unbounded, to their sons
Rending “alliances” with Washington’s!
Decay hath many trophies—memory more!
O’er long lost scenes her anxious eyes still pore,
With all the dreamer’s earnestness, nor dares
Desert the shrine of equal joys and tears—
I saw the wanderer as with anxious eye
He gazed, on early prospects with a sigh.
Grief rear’d a mournful trophy in his breast,—
And came to worship—an accustomed guest.
But memory, colder still, each object bears,
Renew’d, and glowing thro’ the vale of years,
Hers is the lot, to paint again those joys
That time still brightens, e’en whilst he destroys;
Gilding each by-gone glory with a light
And lustre, that but leads away the sight,
While the young heart feels every joy renew’d,
Till it awakes—and finds all solitude!
The desert hath its trophies, columns stand,
Alone, amid the wilderness—the hand
Is lost that rear’d them—and the speechless stone
But tells, like sepulchre’s that it is gone!
Heartless memorials! man requires not these
Dull emblems, to relate the proud degrees
Of greatness he hath numbered, and they fade
And lose their notices as soon as made!
Wouldst thou, vain greatness, learn the powerfull spell
Of rearing trophies, that to worlds shall tell
Thy glories, when thyself hath past away—
Long ages, to the regions of decay?
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Bid not the column rise to mark the pride
That God, who stamp’d thee, Creature, hath denied,
Rear not the senseless stone with useless pelf,
That in the end but tells us of itself—
Live not for glory, but this one truth scan,
Who seeks for memory’s note must live for man!
Time still progressive gives a brighter clime,
Where life is freedom, unallied with crime,
There, the proud trophy, that the patriot finds,
Is the approval of accordant minds;
The grateful knowledge that his aim and end
Is mankind’s weal, and ev’ry man’s his friend.
Such is the trophied bust that memory rears,
O’er Pinckney’s tomb, made sacred by her tears.

A Note on the Text

This reproduces the original text of the poem exactly as it was printed,
with minor emendations: the convention of inserting a single space between the
end of a word or line and some following punctuation marks, chiefly colons and
semicolons, was eliminated here. This is in keeping with current best practices
in textual editing of eighteenth and nineteenth century works, a time in which
printing (and writing) were shifting away from a mode in which punctuation
was used to indicate breath lines to a more formal usage predicated on grammar.
To modern eyes, the practice of inserting spaces before certain marks and not
others—such as commas and em-dashes—is distracting at best, and looks like
a printer’s error at worst. Scholars interested in the original typography may
consult the only known copy at the New-York Historical Society; a photocopy
of that volume is preserved at the South Caroliniana Library, along with two
disbound copies located in Folder 20, Published Lectures, “Monody on the
Death of General C. C. Pinckney,” Charles Carroll Simms Collection, South
Caroliniana Library. James E. Kibler, Jr. reproduced his photocopy of the poem
in The Simms Review 16.2 (2008): 11-[21].

The Significance of Simms’s First Long Poem
James B. Meriwether
Simms’s Monody, on the Death of Gen. Charles Cotesworth
Pinckney, a poem of 184 lines, was published anonymously in Charleston
about a month after Pinckney’s death on 16 August 1825. Few besides
the most devoted of Simms scholars know it, and there is little reason to
think that it was ever read by more than a few people among the nineteen-year-old poet’s immediate circle in Charleston.
Its text exists in only one form, the original pamphlet publication
of the work. No manuscript is known, and Simms apparently made no
earlier (or later) attempt to publish part of it in periodical form. As well,
it exists in only one complete copy, in the New-York Historical Society.
Another, once in the library of Harvard College, was lost in the mails
many years ago, when it was sent out on interlibrary loan. But when
the great Charles Carroll Simms Collection was deposited in the South
Caroliniana Library, it was discovered that Simms himself had kept three
copies. Two were pasted in a scrapbook and a third loose-leaf paste-up
was kept in what has come to be called Simms’s “Manuscripts Poetry
Box” (Meriwether).
It is fortunate that Simms preserved the work, for otherwise there
could have been some doubt that the anonymous work was his. Simms
never claimed it among his titles. In all the lists of his writings, in all his
accounts of his literary career that discuss his juvenilia, he never so much
as referred to it. And although Trent includes it in his list of Simms’s
writings in his 1892 biography, he did so on the basis of having seen only
“the cover in which Simms’s own copy once resided” (45). Even though
Trent’s lack of sympathy for Simms and Charleston led to so many irresponsible comments and conjectures as a biographer and critic, he was
nevertheless scrupulously honest in his bibliographical descriptions, for
he notes that he had not actually seen a copy of the text.
Trent also shows that the pamphlet had received “a complimentary notice” in the Charleston Courier of 14 September 1825 and goes on
to say that the editor of the journal declared the poem “to have proceeded
from a hand not unknown to his readers” (45). Alexander Salley, in the
biographical introduction to Volume I of Simms’s Letters, has confused
13
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the question of the reception of the Monody, misdating the issue of the
Courier in which the review appeared (lxvi). The Courier notice is worth
more comment than it received from either Trent or Salley. The reviewer
writes:
There are indications of talent in this little poem, which
deserve to be fostered by a generous public. The versification is smooth and correct, the diction is uncommonly
pure, and the poetry, at times, of no inferior order. The
principal fault in this, and other well-executed pieces, (if
we mistake not) by the same hand, is an occasional dimness in the outline of the author’s conceptions. He might
now with advantage study Pope, Goldsmith, Johnson,
and other writers, of what may be called the rational
school of poetry, having, we should think, too exclusively read the modern poets of the imaginative school. (2)
This is a very proper review for a newspaper to accord such a work of so
young a poet. Clearly, its author was concerned to praise where he could
find something to praise, but was also concerned that the poet be aware
of the need for growth. The reviewer was correct that Simms was still in
need of rigorous discipline and thus needed to apprentice himself to the
best masters if he were to avoid such faults as dimness of overall conception and the imaginative flights that might lead to loss of precision. The
first notice of Simms’s first work in his native city was therefore sympathetic, perceptive, encouraging, and just.
One reason that Monody has been so little known is that it
was lost among the veritable avalanche of other tributes to Pinckney
that the death of this great soldier, statesman, and diplomat elicited.
Contemporary accounts give the impression that most of Charleston was
in mourning for the thirty days that followed his demise. The American
Revolutionary Society of Charleston in a meeting held 20 August 1825
adopted the report of a committee and published its own tribute in the
city’s newspapers. On August 21, the Vestry of St. Philip’s Church, after
the funeral discourse delivered by the Reverend Christopher Gadsden,
appointed a committee to prepare a preamble and resolutions which were
subsequently published, as was Gadsden’s funeral oration. On August 22,
the South Carolina Agriculture Society adopted a discourse and resolutions as a memorial tribute, which they published. The Charleston Library
Society adopted and published a memorial report. The Bible Society of
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Charleston met on August 22, and the Reverend Doctor Gibbes offered
a preamble and resolution, subsequently printed, in token of their “late
revered President.” At this meeting, the Reverend Doctor John Bachman
also offered a preamble and resolution recalling the fifteen years that the
Society had met at General Pinckney’s house while he was president.
Perhaps the most impressive, certainly the most extensive, of
all these tributes was by Alexander Garden, delivered 1 November 1825
at St. Philip’s Church, and published shortly thereafter as a thirty-eight
page pamphlet. This eulogy had been commissioned by the Society of
the Cincinnati of South Carolina, in recognition of Pinckney’s services
to that organization. Dr. Garden had included some Pinckney material
in the first series of his rambling Anecdotes of the Revolutionary War in
America in 1822; but his 1825 eulogy is neither discursive nor anecdotal.
It is a splendid and moving tribute.
Even though overshadowed by the best of the tributes to
Pinckney, the poem still has significance, even importance. Its author
was not just a nineteen-year-old unknown poet, but William Gilmore
Simms. If somewhat meager in accomplishment, the poem is ambitious
in what it attempts and significant in what it shows about the nature of
the apprenticeship which Simms was subjecting himself to. It is also in
some ways extremely promising for the future.
A description of the poem itself is in order. First, its title
“Monody” is by no means a common one in this period of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, but Simms may have had in mind
Coleridge’s well-known “Monody on the Death of Chatterton.” Simms
is obviously not attempting a formal pastoral eulogy, and “Monody” here
simply implies eulogy, or threnody.
As a eulogy, it follows, in its beginning, typical neoclassical
image patterns: the dead hero as a mighty oak; the scene of his accomplishments as a great forest beset by a terrible storm, presumably war. In
this natural scene, evil is the product of man: murder, disease, the torch.
“And all was anarchy—confusion dire” (51), the poem reads. “Man
gave to Nature premature decay” (46). Monody mentions Pinckney only
once by name, and that in its last line. The only other proper name is
Washington. On the whole, although it lacks clarity of focus, the poem
is a reasonably effective exercise in eulogizing the dead hero in the conventional terms and images of English neoclassical and early Romantic
verse.

16
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Simms’s use of the heroic couplet seems chiefly indebted to
Dryden and Pope, and the versification generally suggests how carefully he must have read the latter author. The tendency toward an
unusually heavy end-stopped line, with frequent caesuras near mid-line,
particularly suggests Pope’s influence. From this standpoint we might
assume that his “Essay on Man” was especially well known to Simms.
Other poets that he would seem to have been reading include Edward
Young (particularly his “Night Thoughts”), William Cowper, and James
Thomson. Less obvious, but still clearly present, are specific influences
from Thomas Warton (“The Pleasures of Melancholy”), Joseph Warton
(“The Enthusiast”), Oliver Goldsmith (“The Deserted Village” and “The
Traveller”), Thomas Campbell (“The Pleasures of Hope”), William
Collins (“Ode on Thomson”), and Samuel Rogers (“The Pleasures of
Memory”).
Another obvious influence is Thomas Gray, especially his “Elegy
Written in a Country Church-yard.” In his maturity, however, Simms was
to call Gray’s poem “overlauded.” In Chapter 36 of Woodcraft Simms
gives the following description of the hideout of the outlaws deep in the
swamps of the Edisto:
The bank upon which the tent stood was crowned with
aged oaks, that spread themselves out like great green
canopies, covering all within their reach, their white
beards trailing to the earth, or sweeping in the wind, like
those of the Druid Bards, howling their songs of hate and
death in the ears of the tyrant Edward, as described in the
much undervalued ode of Gray—a production very far
superior, in all poetic respects, to the overlauded elegy
of the same writer. Our live oaks are certainly patriarchal presences when we find them of an age beyond the
memory of man. (239)
The Gray poem which Simms so much prefers to the “Elegy” is the
Pindaric ode “The Bard,” and with its wild setting and savage account
of the tyrant Edward the First, it is easy to see the attraction it must
have held for Simms, son of an Irish immigrant and author of the
Revolutionary novels. It is at once an indictment of English tyranny and
a celebration of the role of the master poet, the vatic, Celtic Bard, who
prophesies the ruin of Edward and his line, and foresees the poetic triumphs of inspired poets. Although there may be echoes of “The Bard” in
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Monody, the influence of the “Elegy” is more obvious. It may be worth
mentioning, however, that Simms’s deliberate obscurity may well owe
something to the cultivated obscurity of Gray’s Pindaric odes generally,
as well as perhaps to those of Collins.
There is no question that Simms’s technique is highly conscious.
The young craftsman is fascinated by the technical possibilities of the
couplet form; and the poem is full of small variations which are clearly
deliberate, some successful, others not. For example, at one point he suddenly changes from end-stopped to a series of run-on lines, the effect of
which is a flabbiness of texture. Interestingly, this also happened to Keats
when he experimented in the same way in the couplets of “Endymion.”
Simms’s pervasive use of personification clearly shows his
debt to a whole group of late eighteenth-century poets, but one specific
instance might be mentioned. The poem’s central early image of the
personified oak likely derives from Cowper’s widely-known and muchadmired fragment, “Yardley Oak” (1803). The central theme of memory,
or remembrance, and certain features of the poem’s style strongly recall
Rogers’s “Pleasures of Memory.” The same theme plays a very large part
in Campbell’s “The Pleasures of Hope,” a work which also has much to
say about freedom and English oppression. It may not be too much to say
that Campbell’s poem is the most important single influence on Monody;
and it is pleasing to see that the erudite reviewer in the Courier spotted
this fact when he commented that the “descriptive flight” which opens
Monody “reminds us of the opening of Campbell’s Pleasure of Hope; not”
(he adds) “that we mean to suggest the charge of slavish imitation.”
It might be noted that the Revolutionary figure, Thaddeus
Kosciusko, is one of the heroes in Campbell’s poem (Canto I, lines 349399), and Campbell’s opposition to English imperialism was presumably
one of the attractions of this poem for Simms. Incidentally, Kosciusko’s
connections with the American Revolution were well known to Simms.
He contributed a sketch of the hero to Rufus Griswold’s compilation,
Washington and the Generals of the Revolution (1847). Simms was particularly interested in finding sources in old world poetry which would
be pertinent to his own anti-imperialist American themes.
Byron’s “Ode on Venice,” with its emphasis on America as the
country of freedom (see lines 155-160), would also seem to be an influence. The poem was published in 1819, so Simms was obviously quite
up-to-date in his reading. It is well to remember that Simms’s close friend
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and mentor, James Wright Simmons, fresh from London, had been a
member of Byron’s circle of acquaintances. Simms and Simmons coedited the Southern Literary Gazette in 1828.
One might also note the probability that Simms had been reading Shelley. More surprising than knowledge of Byron is his familiarity
with “Ozymandias,” published in 1818. (See lines 147-184 of Monody.)
Simms also appears to know and be alluding to Wordsworth’s “The
Character of the Happy Warrior.” James Kibler, in his study of Simms’s
poetry, has shown the importance of the English Romantic poets for
Simms as early as the period 1827-1829 (1-16). It is interesting to see
Simms’s affinities with the Romantics so clearly revealed even in this
earlier poem so strongly neoclassical in substance and structure. The
Courier’s reviewer has again been perceptive in gauging this similarity,
even though he does not quite approve of it.
Monody is thus derivative—as the works of widely-read young
poets generally are. But despite the number and variety of readily
identifiable sources for this relatively brief work, it should be strongly
emphasized that he is neither slavishly imitating nor weakly following
his models. He used his sources, rewrote them, adapting them to suit his
own needs. And what is also significant here is that the poem is derivative from a very wide range of sources—neoclassical, mid-eighteenth
century, late eighteenth century, and Romantic.
A very important feature of this poem is the ambition it displays.
For a young, inexperienced writer to attempt such a work is surprising—and admirable. The author’s ambitions are probably most obvious
in the learned quality of his versification: Simms had read both widely
and deeply in the British poets of the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. Though a certain amount of the erudition he shows may have
been the result of a search for useful and relevant sources and models, on
the immediate occasion of the writing of this poem, it would be a mistake
to imagine that this is true of all of his references and allusions to other
verse. It would seem impossible for him to locate so much pertinent
material in so brief a space of time—or in other words, much of what he
does here had to be the result of a good and genuine familiarity already
gained with these poets and these poetic techniques. He had known the
tradition so well that it had now already become second nature to him.
The major weakness of the work is, quite simply, the highest
inspiration. Monody smells of the lamp. There are awkward transitions
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from couplet to couplet, from thought to thought, and from image to
image. The youthful author is sometimes carried away by an idea or
flight of fancy. The poem often shows a failure to control its material.
That failure, I suspect, may be the result of too much, rather than too
little, reworking, revision, and elaboration. A stronger inspiration and a
surer hand might have carried him through from beginning to end, with
the subordinate parts of the work being more coherently ordered. A more
experienced poet might have labored harder to unify his work in tone.
Monody marks the formal beginning of Simms’s literary career;
and its choice of a subject for the occasion is, of course, significant and
prophetic. The poem announces Simms’s strong interest in the Revolution
and the plight of oppressed people in their struggle for freedom that was
to last throughout his lifetime. Further, it shows his concern with the
exemplary hero—in this case, the model citizen and lawyer, soldier and
statesman, noted for his services to his people and place. A little surprisingly, Simms’s portrayal of Pinckney in such a role at the beginning of
his career is not followed up by later treatments of any real scope or
length. We might have expected a full-length historical or biographical
study of Pinckney along the lines of his mature treatment of Francis
Marion or Nathaniel Greene, or at least a substantial essay.
But after this poem, there is very little. Pinckney is referred to
only briefly in Simms’s 1840 History of South Carolina and in its 1860
revision. The biographical sketch contributed to Griswold’s compilation in 1847 is quite brief. A short article on the Pinckney family was
“communicated” to the editor of The Historical Magazine twenty years
later (Simms, “Memoir”). And in the revolutionary novels themselves,
he appears only briefly, and this toward the end of Woodcraft as deus ex
machina, when he extricates Porgy from legal difficulties when the excaptain is threatened with the loss of his plantation.
Despite its brevity, however, Pinckney’s appearance in Woodcraft
is important. By the end of the novel, Porgy has shown himself to be a
man with extremely limited capacity to adjust from war to peace. He is
a man not likely to be able to play a significant role in the task of bringing order to chaos, or to be much help in the establishment of a healthy
economy and a stable social order in the newly established republic.
Porgy is the major character of the novel, but he is far from being its
hero. The novel does have a heroine; Mrs. Eveleigh has all the qualities
that Porgy lacks, and would need if he were to be a successful planter
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and leader in his community. As a friend and neighbor, she is generous
without being extravagant. She possesses tact as well as good business
sense. She is firm, but not rash. She has one thing else that Porgy lacks,
and that is a child. Her son Arthur in the world of this novel represents the
hope for the future. Being of good family, and having both courage and
intelligence, Arthur will have to shoulder the heaviest responsibilities of
his part of the world when he is a man. Yet, because his father is dead, he
has not had a proper male figure to model himself on. Despite her many
fine qualities, his mother cannot be both parents to him. It is abundantly
clear that he probably should not model himself on the salient points of
Porgy’s character.
So the appearance of Pinckney here assumes some great importance. It is not Pinckney the soldier, but Pinckney the diplomat, the just
citizen, the man of peace, the magistrate devoted to the reestablishment of the law, who is concerned that even the reprehensible criminal
Bostwick not be punished except by due process, that Simms has waited
so long to evoke, and depicts so tellingly at a crucial time here near the
end of Woodcraft, thus bringing the Revolutionary series to its fitting
conclusion.
Simms portrays Porgy with enormous sympathy and even affection, as, indeed, he portrays the whole society of his native Carolina at
this period of her history. But Simms is very far from being a sentimentalist. Porgy’s weaknesses and limitations are obvious, and he is a much
better and more interesting fictional character because of his complexity, just as the whole substance of the Revolutionary novels is of more
enduring interest and dramatic value through Simms’s insistence upon
the complex mixture of good and evil, worthwhile and worthless, at
every level of the society that he depicts. And the faults and limitations
of both Porgy and his society are given dramatic point and emphasis by
the appearance of the exemplary figure of Pinckney at this key point in
Simms’s long chronicle of war and its aftermath.
To sum up: Simms’s treatment of Pinckney in Monody shows
some technical ability as a poet, and a lot of reading. His use of Pinckney
in Woodcraft, on the other hand, is artistically quite successful—in a
carefully wrought and highly significant episode in what may well be the
best of his novels. Pinckney is exemplary, and therefore can appear only
briefly; but still, it is in this flesh-and-blood dramatic characterization in
Woodcraft, not in the stylized neoclassical personification of the Monody,
that Simms pays his best tribute to the greatness of the man.
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Nevertheless, it is not difficult to say something in praise of this
little poem of 1825. That Simms began his career here, by apprenticing
himself to masters of the language who were dedicated to firm technical
control, was a highly important step in the making of all facets of his
career as poet, short story writer, novelist, historian, critic, and essayist.
The discipline of verse is perhaps the best teacher of all. Despite demands
and pressures to be prolific, Simms never became a hack. And despite
his own exuberant genius and prodigious creative energy in a time that
put a premium on freedom and untrammeled flights of the imagination,
Simms was sufficiently impelled toward restraint, discipline, and technical mastery to keep those energies within the bounds that make art possible. Although Monody may be otherwise uncelebrated, this essentially
neoclassical poem is witness to its author’s strong commitment to disciplined artistry, right from the start of what was to be a long and remarkably fruitful career.
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A Note on Simms and Neoclassicism
Matthew Brennan
Though critics lump Simms the poet with the American
Romantics—and rightly so—he resists easy pigeon-holing. Edd Winfield
Parks argues that Simms adhered to Byron as his major influence in
his early poems (47), and we see this imitation vividly in a work such
as “Apostrophe to Ocean” from Early Lays (1827), which borrows
heavily from Byron’s pageant of the bleeding heart, Childe Harold’s
Pilgrimage. But Simms also follows Byron in ways that run counter to
the Romanticism that the British poet fostered in his young American
disciple: Just as Byron’s first significant poem, English Bards and
Scotch Reviewers, is a Popeian satire in closed heroic couplets, so too
is Simms’s first important poem neoclassical rather than Romantic, for
Monody, on the Death of Gen. Charles Cotesworth Pinckney (1825)
similarly employs the style of Pope and follows Augustan conventions in
its panegyric of the fallen American military hero. Moreover, like Byron
who returns to Pope’s influence for his late mock-epic masterpiece Don
Juan, Simms never completely abandoned neoclassicism as part of his
reservoir of formal options.
Monody demonstrates that the young Simms had steeped himself
in neoclassicism. Charleston was heavily influenced by this culture in the
first quarter of the nineteenth century. In literary circles, Hugh Swinton
Legaré, who has been called the Dr. Johnson of Charleston, encouraged
admiration for the classics, both in conversation and in his writings for
The Southern Review. In his introduction to Simms’s Letters, Donald
Davidson makes clear that Legaré urged the young Simms to write about
the Ashley River in “heroics,” that is in heroic couplets (cxx). Perhaps
even more decisive in inculcating a neoclassical spirit in Simms was
the city’s architecture, which in the hands of Robert Mills and Gabriel
Manigault shaped an environment of Greek and Roman buildings exhibiting through their porticoes and pillars the essence of classical harmony
and balance. These qualities inhere in Simms’s early poems.
Monody, though written by a nineteen year old, displays an
assured control of its style and ideas. Simms crafts couplets manifesting
syntactic balance no doubt absorbed from Pope, and he freely makes
23
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use of personification too, indicating close knowledge of poems such
as Johnson’s “Vanity of Human Wishes.” Simms also indulges in poetic
diction of the type Wordsworth rejects in his analysis of Gray’s sonnet
to West in the preface to Lyrical Ballads, a work Simms probably did
not yet know. More significant, Simms follows neoclassical thought in
employing the Chain of Being to portray Pinckney, whom he associates
with the sun and the oak—images at the top of their classes in the hierarchy. He also characterizes Pinckney as fighting to throw off the British
tyranny that has violated the rightful order of American liberty.
Simms wrote some other early poems in neoclassical style, including his poem in defense of Irish independence, “Address for the Benefit
of the ‘Association of the Friends of Ireland in Charleston’” (1829), but
what is most striking is that he reverts to neoclassicism from time to time
after establishing his mature style as a Romantic. For example, in 1837
he resurrects the heroic couplet for a poem celebrating the new theater
in Charleston, itself of neoclassical Palladian construction (Kibler 25).
Again in 1848, to answer a lady critical of his hometown, like Pope in
The Dunciad, he adopts the eighteenth-century style for Charleston, and
Her Satirists, an accomplished effort but one of only local interest at the
time. However, two years later, taking seriously the poet’s duty to teach
and delight, he delivered outdoors The City of the Silent at the commemoration of Magnolia Cemetery. This poem well illustrates his mastery of
neoclassical form and tone and was well received not only in Charleston,
where it was published and quickly sold out in early 1851, but throughout
the country as laudatory reviews appeared in the South but also in several
eastern publications.
As James Kibler’s Selected Poems convincingly makes clear,
Simms may primarily be a Romantic poet but his range was wider than
any of his contemporaries’ as he wrote poems that we can classify as
narrative, lyric, dramatic, contemplative, personal, descriptive, satirical,
cavalier, and existential. As Simms says in Egeria, “every book must
have its own style, peculiar to its character, rather than that of the writer,
and the author may show just as much or just as little of himself, as he
thinks proper” (232). Consequently, throughout his career as a poet, when
it proved most suitable to his subject and his purpose, Simms donned the
style of the neoclassicist, much like Byron, his earliest influence among
the Romantics.
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The Eagle Unhooded: Poetic Technique
In Simms’s Poetry and the Practical
James E. Kibler, Jr.
One of the things that makes poetry poetry is striking figurative
language: symbol, metaphor, and simile in concentrated amounts. It is
fitting that Simms uses these effectively in Poetry and the Practical. Fred
Chappell, one of our finest poets, has described it as a “gorgeous bombardment of Romantic sensibility” with language “as heady as an ancient
port wine.” Much of that “headiness” is due to the barrage of symbol,
metaphor, and simile. An explanation of the work’s poetic techniques
reveals what Simms feels the poet should and should not be.
Simms says that the commonly accepted meaning of practical
is strictly material utility. If a pursuit cannot make money, then it is not
useful. For Simms, it is the true poet who provides the minority report to
the masses’ perception of utility; and for his pains, he is either scorned
or ignored. The bulk of society is focused on getting and spending, having nice clothes, an impressive house, the finest foods, and a handsome
gig—in modern terms, a nice car.
Simms writes that the materialist’s “very vehicles are objects
of respect, nay, veneration, and become virtues” (82). Simms thus predicts the coming great American love affair with the car. He would have
understood the main character of Flannery O’Connor’s Wise Blood when
he says a person doesn’t need redemption if he has a good car, or Harry
Crews’ character in his novel Car, who loves the object so much that he
wants it inside him and thus eats a Ford Maverick piece by piece starting
with the bumper. The eating event is marketed to an adoring audience and
is televised, complete with public defecations of car bits. Simms would
have seen what O’Connor and Crews were up to, for all three authors
agree that American materialism has become grotesque and bizarre, carried as it is to the absurd extreme. For Simms to see it in his day is truly
remarkable.
In providing an example of the mind-set of society in 1851,
Simms cites the example of a court case in which a witness is asked
why he deems a certain man respectable. His answer is that the fellow
“keeps a gig.” Upon the tombstones of such practical men, Simms says
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the inscription might run: “We ate, drank, and kept our gigs ” (82). And
he says that materialists have tightly closed minds on the subject. The
first simile of the work compares their minds to the fixed, rusted weather
vane upon a house top and follows it with a visual image of graphic contrast. He asks, “How should you hearken the voice of the Singing Bird
… while you stoop, eagerly listening for the roll of those mighty engines
which are to bring you the treasures of Ophir from the shores of the
Pacific!” (6). By 1851, the California gold rush had become the symbol
of getting rich quick and another national obsession that reveals a value
system that is deeply flawed.
Next, he images materialism as a great maw, a gigantic greedy
stomach “indulging but a single great appetite” that “swallows up the
rest” (8)—a devouring monomania that eats up the world and ends in
the devourer consuming itself. Such must be the only logical end of a
consumer society. At this point, Simms warns against the destructiveness
of a nation’s urge to empire. He declares that England’s empire has “confirmed the original sternness of its temper; its iron will, its inexorable
pride, its hardfavored and unbending earnestness” (7). And America has
only heightened those features of the parent “which have rendered it
most repulsive”—that is, an “unscrupulous tenacity of purpose” and “the
grasping ferocity of our desires,” the “passion for conquest” (7). He sees
that America is now given over to a “march to empire” which modesty
had forbidden in the Republic’s youth. He declares that both England and
America have come to exhibit “the merit of mere material acquisition,”
and have “material conquest” as their “master passion,” an obsession that
confuses “possessions with powers, accumulations with developments;
[and] enjoyments with endowments” (8). Simms concludes that “the race
is simply brutal” until spiritualized by the crowning gift of imaginative
art, and he does not see this happening (11).
Instead, the insatiable maw’s hunger for a neighbor’s gain
becomes the mother of war. As he does in other works, Simms here
predicts the invasion of the South by a nationalistic adversary envious
of the South’s great wealth and bent on empire. Simms completes his
maw image with “the arts, the liberal exercises that delight in peace, as
“the only corrections of this insane appetite” (9). One conjectures that
otherwise, such a stomach might one day even attempt to ingest a Ford
Maverick.
Simms says that in England, the maw’s appetite has borne tyranny that “ground its own people with taxation and savaged other nations
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with war.” He predicts the same for an America built on the Benjamin
Franklin utilitarian plan. He writes that she is following the “identical
career” of Rome, “sworn only to material conquests” (10). He asks, is the
nation only to be “nothing but a convulsive progress of storm and blood
and fire?” He alliterates his answer: Yes. “Rage, riot, and ruin” (11).
He follows with a key image that American pride is “more
delighted with the extent than the beauty of our dominion” (15). He recognizes that if the obsession with abstract and global largeness continues
at the expense of the local and particular, it will result in national decay
and collapse. The home desires that would act locally in protecting and
nurturing the smallest dooryard things would honor the Genius loci,
the spirit of the place; and this is what Simms felt the poet did best. In
the final pages of Poetry and the Practical, he circles back to the idea.
Praising the poet, he writes, “it is not the least of his virtues, that he has
always been found faithful to the Genius Loci” (90). The abstractionist
globalist with appetite bent on conquest is the poet’s antithesis. The poet
is thus constructive; the materialist destructive.
Simms laments that America does not allow proper veneration
of place and the poet who does so. He writes, the poet would teach us
to “strengthen our bulwarks with Beauty and to sharpen our spears with
Love” (17). Instead of waging war, then, a people would be defended by
the home “arts of peace.” The good teacher would counsel that “the arts
which soothe are not less potent than those which subdue” (17).
Such a poet-teacher should “occasionally arise—the more necessary as no one calls for him.” This poet-teacher “shall refuse to sink his
own moral to the level of merely popular desires.” He shall “counsel us
that the conquests of the mechanical arts, and of arms … are not wholly
the secret of national greatness” and “never the secret of human security
and happiness” (17).
America doesn’t lack teachers, but they are “teachers of the
utilitarian,” that is, scientists, chemists, economists—“Material teachers.” Simms writes that “the danger is that such teachers will confirm the
[already] too popular lesson which finds the useful only in the material”
(21). He explains, “it is this wretched schooling … which has done so
much towards making the national character so hardfavoured, so grasping, so hostile to the refining influences of society and art, and so ready to
regard as frivolous all pursuits which promise neither wealth not aggrandisement” (21-22). It is also this bad schooling which ultimately leads to
war-mongering. For true homeland security, Simms advises,
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[W]e must put down as teachers, that class of men, misnamed utilitarian, who test the value of all pursuits only
by the money profits … when money is made to constitute the only, or the leading distinction, between man
and man, the barriers of safety are soon overpassed, and
laws are shown to be simple words upon fragile parchment, which hands may rend and fire consume. (50-51;
emphasis in original.)
In illustrating the common view of usefulness, Simms names
the tobacconist—an occupation considered more practical than the poet.
He writes that the world would favor, even honor, “him who feeds the
public nose” over him who would nourish the Public Soul (17). Such a
utilitarian value system would lead to a nation being ranked by the size
of its empire, the length of its railroads and electric wires, and the size
of its cities. Show these things, Simms declares, and you still “have done
little, in all this, to meet the wants of the true life in man” (24). The latter
is the role of the poet.
Simms contrasts the poet who celebrates life and beauty in a running stream to the utilitarian who would look at it and “see in rapids, only
an admirable water power, by which to turn a mill” (30). Of the dam and
mill builder, Simms says: he “degrades the object in order to use it” (30).
The poet honors the object for itself. Simms’s description of the action
of the materialist is a perfect illustration of poet Wendell Berry’s statement that “use without affection is abuse” (33). The materialist degrades,
reduces, uses without affection, and thus abuses. The poet honors and
celebrates. The materialist’s way is to commodify objects. The poet’s
duty is to see the significance inherent in them and let them be.
Simms writes that our best teachers of the true worth of things
are the poets. Conversely, the “objects of Divine Wisdom are not to be
determined by the estimates of the grain and cotton market” (34). Wall
Street is not a gauge of the higher values and is, in fact, usually destructive of them. As a planter, Simms’s philosophy was by its very nature
“green.” His agricultural society was not a mill building, river harnessing
way of life. Like the European gentry who lived on the land, he stood
in opposition to an industrial consumerism that would violate nature. In
simple terms, what he stood for, he stood on.
Simms declares that all things of creation have a right to exist
“since we are not to limit the blessings of existence” to humans only (34).
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Here then is the leap of transcendence that Simms says is necessary to
the poet—what Keats defined as negative capability, the poet’s capacity
to negate self and become the object he describes.
The poet is nature’s interpreter. For those nations that trample on
nature for material advancement, there is no hope. The only consequence
can be ruin. Taught by Nature to be her interpreter, the poet becomes
the Seer. Simms images this poet-seer as carrying a “divining rod which
shows where the waters gather in secret.” He “discovers the mystery in
common things” (44). This concept so important to Simms’s theory of
nature and art, again emphasizes his poetic credo of finding the greatest
meaning in the “commonplace” everyday things of home, thus, the art of
the commonplace with uncommon insight into it.
Throughout his essay, Simms has been using the image of poet
as a great bird soaring on the wings of inspired Imagination. This specific
image occurs at least a dozen times in the essay and is the work’s dominant poetic image. Simms writes that the poet’s “eyes are always open
for discovery” and his “wing is forever spread in search” (45). Simms
images the poet oppressed by the materialism of the times as a great bird
whose eye of Imagination has been hooded from the light and whose
wings are tied up or torn away. Overwhelmed by a society that has made
acquisition and commodification its goals, the poet is like the bird who
dies “broken hearted in the car to which we harness him with common
hackneys” (16).
How tragic for mankind, for the poet has the power to lift the
curse upon such a hollow spiritual waste land in the making. The capacity
of his wing would be “the most obvious agent of communication between
Earth and its Master!” (89). It is the poet who provides the link between
creation and the Creator. In Simms’s figure, the wing lifts above earth
into the sky of revelation. It is the “true poet … who daily brings us new
revelations of truth, from him who is the source of all truth” (88).
The truth the poet intuits is that “the secrets of nature are, so to
speak, sacramental all” and that the simplest things are “types of spiritual
truths” and “living ideas” (46). In his capacity for divine soaring inspiration, the poet “more than any other person,” brings the “largest circle
of his fellow men into communion and connection with the universal”
(46). He is the closest to God’s ideal for man, doing as God has bid him.
Simms concludes that man “never more truly appears to put on [God’s]
likeness, than when he shakes off the grovelling tendencies, and seeks …
that sublime wing upon which Thought may be borne upward” (49).
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Simms is specific as to which bird the poet resembles. He writes:
“The eagle, which is the emblem of the imaginative faculty, is only beautiful in his power, in the strength, the majesty, the rapidity and audacity
of wing and eye!” (56). The eagle can soar high, but Simms extends the
metaphor to reveal how the true poet works. He does not do like the owl,
who steals upon his prey. He is not like the panther, who creeps toward
his prey. Instead, he is the eagle who “dashes upon it with direct aim
… while every feather vibrates as it goes through air” (56). The poet in
dashing upon his object has the capacity of Seer that passes into Vates or
prophet. He affixes truth in startling and lightning swift revelation. “He
predicts, warns, threatens, as well as teaches and endows” (54). He has
the “wizard power to take off the seals from the secret” of things (53).
He “combines, constructs, conceives, invents” and as “Maker, Seer, and
Builder” he emulates “the works of the Deity!” (52).
Simms elaborates his figure still further: the poet’s opposites in
the animal realm are those insect creatures who are “more thrifty,” striving “in the cause of self” (57). Ants and bees like materialists, strive “to
be sure of food always.” Like the butterfly, the materialist is eager “to
sport gay garments in the summer sunshine” (68). Ox and buffalo are like
the utilitarians who focus on the blind appetites and to whom “reality is
only to be found in grass” and the “snug safe pastures, [that] are quite
as grateful to the ox instincts as to ours” (65). Neither is the poet like
the fox, whose nature is akin to the cunning sharper, the denizen of Wall
Street, or any other such city huckster. Simms declares that “Men are not
exactly buffaloes, though sometimes beasts” (65).
Other of Simms’s metaphors compare the poet to Moses and
Cassandra. The similarity to Moses is that though the poet can guide his
people out of bondage to things and the idolatry of the literal, he will
not be allowed to see the fruits of it in a better world. By that, Simms
means that the poet is always in advance. As he says, his current truth
is the luminous shadow of the approaching truth. His revelations only
get accepted when he’s gone. “The despised poet of one generation,” he
declares, “is acknowledged to be the benefactor of another” (57). The
poet thus intuits the occult truth before it “becomes apparent to the sight”
(61). Then the poet is often like Cassandra, the prophetess of Troy, who
could save the city from ruin, but is not listened to. The poet has the
understanding to lead mankind from the materialism that would destroy
him, but is ignored. Ruin is the inevitable result.
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Simms’s simile for the utilitarian teacher who advocates an exclusively material philosophy is Circe, she who enchants men with a wand
to “imbrute the race” (75). Like Circe, he turns men into swine, making
them lower than ox and buffalo. These utilitarian teachers thus practice a
false education. Simms declares that it is often the professedly great that
keep a people from the knowledge of their prophets. The poet seeks to
establish what is the only permanent, while his enemy lives for the here
and now and the gratification of the moment. Momentary material man
finds his power solely in the weight of his money bags. He writes that a
good education is hostile to money making because “the sensibilities are
apt to lessen the profits” (78). Utilitarians want to eliminate any obstacle
to their gaining wealth, and thus the poet is ignored. Poets must be subverted because they stand in the way of making money.
Simms’s final major image in depicting the utility of poetry is
the poet as clother and feeder of the soul. The utilitarian plumps the body
during life. Then in death his naked soul appears before his Maker “poor,
mean, shrivelled, and starving” (86). Simms concludes, “To be really
practical,” the utilitarian should have spent more time in clothing his
soul so that he could appear before his Maker unashamed. Simms asks,
“which has been the most practical; he who strove successfully for the
body, as if he never had a soul; or he, who, in considering the claims of
the soul, seemed to forget wholly those of the body” (97). Simms comments that we err in calling Death the great leveler, when it’s actually the
great discriminator.
Simms himself wrote a summation of what he was trying to do
in Poetry and the Practical: “to show how poetry must elevate the whole
heart and nature of society, without which men degenerate” and “sink
under the burdens of their own material acquisitions” (69). He calls this
folly “self-degradation,” and America’s fatal flaw, which if not corrected,
will bring its destruction.
Simms wrote Poetry and the Practical in a time of buoyant
optimism in the North, when self-congratulation, nationalistic fervor, socalled progress, bourgeois philistinism, and boosterism were at a fever
pitch in cities like New York, a place Simms knew very well. One need
only read Whitman and Emerson to take the pulse of the time. It is no
wonder that Simms’s great critique of American materialism and his dire
predictions for the future went unpublished. The work was decidedly
against the grain of the day. It thus remained in manuscript a century and
a half until its publication in 1996.
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The examples quoted here demonstrate how Simms uses the techniques of poetry to communicate revelations divined from close seeing
and inspired flight—the eye and wing of his poetic credo. As he phrased
it himself, “the poet’s eye is always open for discovery … his wing is
forever spread in search” (45). Using Simms’s own imagery, we can
phrase it this way: the poet is like the eagle whose unhooded eye flashes
to the light of truth, and whose wing lifts him to heights of inspired seeing. Simms’s essay itself provides an example of the power of poetry in
action. As usual, Simms was practicing what he preached, and teaching
by example, the most effective way of teaching after all. In more ways
than one, Poetry and the Practical is a major document of the Romantic
movement. I can think of no close rival in American literature.
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Simms’s Unpublished Rhymes
David W. Newton
As a poet, novelist, essayist, biographer, and historian, William
Gilmore Simms produced a wealth of publications that is virtually unrivaled among nineteenth-century American writers. Given this prolific
record of publications, it may surprise some readers to discover that
Simms left behind at his death a significant number of unpublished
works.1 Some of these are poems; others are prose works in process or
simply abandoned, for lack of a publisher or other reasons. Scholars continue to locate heretofore unpublished letters, poems, and essays, many
of which have filled in missing information about Simms’s life and added
to our understanding of Simms as a writer. Unpublished manuscripts in
the Charles Carroll Simms Collection at the South Caroliniana Library
have also been published in recent years, and other publication projects
related to manuscripts in the collection currently are underway.2
One such project involves Simms’s unpublished children’s
rhymes. Collectively, these rhymes comprise one of the largest remaining unpublished manuscripts in the Charles Carroll Simms Collection.
Given Simms’s stature and output, it is not surprising that his collection
of children’s rhymes has remained unpublished. After all, children’s
rhymes certainly do not possess the same kind of literary complexity and
technical qualities as his poetry. Simms sometimes referred to them in his
letters as “doggerel,” and they are collectively what one would imagine
rhymes to be: imaginative wordplay created not for adults but for children. Examining Simms’s children’s rhymes is not meant to diminish in
any way his stature as one of the most accomplished American poets of
the nineteenth century. While he is best known for his prose works, it
was as a poet that Simms felt his most authentic calling. As James Kibler
and Matthew Brennan have noted in their books, articles, and presentations on Simms’s poetry, few other American poets from the nineteenth
century can equal Simms’s technical achievement with verse and meter,
his use of different poetic forms, and his range of subject matter. His
poetic canon is an extraordinary accomplishment, one that deserves
more general appreciation and critical assessment than it has received so
far. Simms’s rhymes are not of the same stature or quality as his formal
35
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poetry, and Simms created the rhymes with a different purpose in mind.
However, the rhymes do represent an important part of Simms’s career,
and they have the potential to reveal much about his interests in folklore,
the education of children, and the preservation of Southern culture.
Simms’s rhymes were among his most extensive literary preoccupations during the post-war years. While not definitive, the first reference I have been able to locate in which Simms mentions a collection of
rhymes—he typically refers to them as Mother Goose rhymes—appears
in a letter from December 1865 written to Evert A. Duycknick, one of
Simms’s closest friends and literary associates in New York. In the letter, Simms implores Duycknick, “Pray try also to sell the Copyright of
the Mother Goose for cash” (Letters 4:529). In addition to the tantalizing implication that earlier discussions of this collection had taken place
between Simms and Duyckinck, what is evident in this letter is that
Simms had been circulating a manuscript collection of childhood rhymes
or at least a proposal for one. It was a project he would continue to shop
for the next several years without success. The same letter also provides
us with a glimpse as to why Simms might have been so interested in having the collection published. He confesses to Duyckinck, “I am greatly
straightened for means, as you may suppose when I tell you that I now
sleep in a chamber which has been shattered by shells, with orifices in
the walls through which the winds stream and the rains beat; sleeping
on a pallet on the floor, and without a single article of chamber furniture
except my trunks” (4:529).
Over the next several years, similar letters were sent to Duycknick
and to other prospective publishers in the Northeast, all of them mentioning Simms’s proposed edition of rhymes, his dire financial straits, and
the pressure he felt to provide for his family. In one plea for money in
exchange for the collection he laments, “I have no shelter of my own,
in which I can lay my head” (4:543). The innocence so often associated
with childhood rhymes collides harshly in these letters with the real life
deprivations that Simms’s family and so many other Southerners were
experiencing in the months and years after the Civil War. Historically,
however, many rhymes have had similar cultural associations. Hidden
beneath some of the best known Mother Goose rhymes are obscured
references to events like the deadly plagues that devastated medieval
Europe, to religious conflicts between Catholics and Protestants, and to
witchcraft.
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Simms understood that rhymes are not simply innocent jingles
created to entertain children, even though that is certainly one of their
values, and an important one; rather, they are repositories of language,
education, cultural values, and history as well. While one of Simms’s primary goals in compiling the collection was remunerative, he frequently
wrote about the potential educational and cultural value of the proposed
edition as well. While most of the rhymes that Simms compiled have
a distinctively Southern flavor, he on occasion expressed interest in
expanding the collection so that it could be marketed to a national readership. In a letter written to Duyckinck in February 1866, Simms says:
I find that I have with me here (in Charleston) several of
the ballads and jingles of Mother Goose, and cannot say
whether copies of them are also to be found in the collection left with you. Of course, all shall be provided in
the event of a publisher being found, and I shall also be
glad if you will indicate to me those peculiarly Northern
topics which I should be pleased to illustrate, in order
that the Book be most thoroughly national. (4:539)
Later that year, in July 1866, Simms writes about the collection again
in connection with a possible publication proposal at Appletons in New
York: “It appears to me, indeed, that the Appletons are the very parties
to make a magnificent book of it, having permanent and long continued
circulation, as the only work of its class that has ever been designed in
this country, and one that should be specially acceptable, as being the
only thing that contemplates what is peculiar to the country, dealing also
with topics which are also of especial interest to the young” (4:584). As
interest in the collection among publishing houses in the North waned,
however, Simms appears to have returned to his original idea of creating
an edition of rhymes for Southern children.
The origins of many children’s rhymes go back at least to the
medieval era in Europe, if not earlier, and they have a connection to
oral traditions in many European cultures, even through Mother Goose
eventually emerged as a distinctly British cultural phenomenon.3 The
origins of Mother Goose rhymes in America are equally complex and
often shrouded in myth and folklore. What we do know is that versions
of rhymes that we would associate today with Mother Goose existed in
oral and printed form in the American colonies prior to the American
Revolution. Many historians credit Isaiah Thomas, a Massachusetts
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publisher, as among the first to reprint for American readers an edition
of the British Mother Goose’s Melody around 1787 (Opie 35).4 Even at
that early stage, however, new rhymes such as “Yankee Doodle” were
emerging in the American colonies and would later find their way into
the Mother Goose canon.
While it has not been properly acknowledged, Simms was
among the first American writers to propose a collection of uniquely
American and Southern children’s rhymes in the tradition of the British
Mother Goose.5 In a letter from March 1867, Simms mentions that Hurd
and Houghton of New York were publishing in the Riverside Magazine
“some of the old editions of Mother Goose and Illustrating them” and
then goes on to mention his “original” work (5:36). Eventually, Simms
learns that the publisher was unwilling to “substitute American for British
characteristics in such a book” (5:54). This exchange, however, reveals
just how innovative and ambitious Simms’s plans for the collection were,
with his invention of new rhymes and refashioning of older British ones
to more accurately address American and Southern geography, folklore,
culture, and history.
By the following year, Simms’s plans for the edition had undergone a noticeable change. While he continued to solicit publishers in the
North, he turned his focus more toward the South. In a letter to his friend
and fellow South Carolina poet, Paul Hamilton Hayne, written from
Woodlands in February 1867, Simms states:
I am engaged … in writing for Southern boys and girls,
a new version of the English Mother Goose. I am making it as original as possible—that is to say, adapting
it to Southern life, peculiarities, characteristics, etc. If
you have ever manufactured any doggerel rhymes for
your little boy, or can descend to the effort, please send
me some. Burns [John Dickson Burns, Professor at the
New Orleans School of Medicine] has done so, and sent
me some very clever ones, and I write to Timrod to do
some also in anticipation of the boy forthcoming. Your
reward will be a copy of the new book for your little
boy. (5:11)
Two things are significant here: First, in light of his failure to secure a
publisher in the North, Simms seems to have made a conscious decision
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to focus his rhymes on settings and themes that would have a distinctly
Southern appeal. Second, he begins to see the collection not simply as
rhymes that he has written but as a collaborative cultural effort—something that would have been more keeping with the creative spirit of the
original Mother Goose—and he calls upon other Southern poets and
men of letters to assist him. It does not appear that any of the rhymes in
the Charles Carroll Simms Collection were written by anyone other than
Simms. All of the rhymes in manuscript form are written in Simms’s own
distinct handwriting. It certainly is possible that Simms recopied rhymes
that he had received from other contributors while preparing drafts of the
collection, even though there is no immediate evidence of this.
The only success Simms had in getting any of these rhymes published came in October 1867 when the Southern Society, a small periodical in Baltimore edited by Eugene Lamoine Didier (one of Poe’s earliest
biographers), published a small selection of Simms’s rhymes under the
heading “The Melodies of the American Mother Goose by Grandfather
Gander” (Letters 5:91).6 Referring to Simms as Grandfather Gander, the
editors of the Southern Society include a preface that exclaims in part,
“We shall use the old English Mother Goose, grafting upon it, wherever
we can, the curious, the marvelous, the peculiar in our own country;—
our birds, our beasts, our fishes; our localities; and blend, even with our
most ludicrous developments, something which will always teach gratefully of home” (27).7 This preface is followed by six short rhymes which
also exist in manuscript form in the Charles Carroll Simms Collection:
“Mother Goose was a Mother Goose of old,” “Go Cry, you baby calf, go
cry,” “Pussy cat fiddled her way from the house,” “Riddle—An Egg,”
“The Dandy Pig to the Barber went,” and “See the great eagles; see how
they fly.”8 “The Dandy Pig” is representative of the best of Simms’s
rhymes in the Charles Carroll Simms Collection. It features a vain, pretentious pig who makes a visit to a local barber shop:
The Dandy Pig to the Barber went,
Says he, “a shave, a shave,
And fill my beard and hair with scent,
And make me bright and brave,
With my piggledly, wiggedly, wum!”
However, the barber has different motivations, since the blockade, he
tells us, has left him in need of food and grease for his shop. Thus, the
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Dandy Pig meets a terrifying end at the hand of the Barber’s razor:
He [the barber] had roast pig to eat for dinner,
And for many long seasons after that,
His bear grease was made from Piggy’s fat.
While Simms’s rhymes fall under many different categories, what makes
rhymes like this one especially interesting is that they tell a story and
contain a memorable main character who, in this instance, meets a tragic
end because he has forgotten his true purpose in the society where he
lives. The tone is comic, and it contains many of the nonsense words
we associate with childhood rhymes. However, like many of the more
familiar Mother Goose rhymes, this one contains a darker subtext (there
is a blockade of the city), as well as some interesting social commentary.
While not all of Simms’s rhymes function in this way, it does reveal how
familiar Simms was with the genre and its ability to embody multiple
levels of meaning.
Based on what is currently known, the rest of Simms’s rhymes
remain unpublished and only exist in manuscript form in the Charles
Carroll Simms Collection at the South Caroliniana Library. They were
not left by Simms as a publishable edition, even though evidence from
the Letters clearly indicates that he was seeking a publisher for a volume
of children’s rhymes. It is certainly possible that a manuscript edition
based on these poems did exist at some point, since Simms had sent
inquiries and proposals for the edition to numerous friends, editors, and
publishers in the Northeast at least as early as 1865, and possibly earlier.
There is some evidence from the collection that Simms was organizing
the rhymes into a publishable edition. For example, some of the rhymes
are numbered, suggesting that Simms was working toward an organized
sequence or placement of them into a collected edition. Also, Simms
had taken nine of the poems and attached illustrations to them. Where
these illustrations come from originally needs to be identified, since they
support the idea that Simms was working on an illustrated edition of
rhymes.
There is one final note about the publication history of the
rhymes: In 1955, Life Magazine corresponded with representatives of the
Charles Carroll Simms Collection—Beverley S. Simms and Mary Simms
Oliphant—about publishing some of the rhymes in the collection. Initial
plans were to publish about twenty of the rhymes with accompanying
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illustrations. Ultimately, none of the rhymes appeared, but the interest
from Life in publishing some of the rhymes represents another fascinating chapter in the history of the collection that needs to be addressed.9
There are approximately 300 rhymes in the collection. Many are
short, but a number of rhymes in the collection are quite long, consisting
of multiple stanzas. At this stage, the exact number of unique rhymes is
difficult to determine. Some of the manuscripts only contain fragments
of rhymes. The collection also contains rhymes with numerous revisions
or, in other cases, revisions that have been arranged into entirely new
rhymes. In some instances Simms has taken rhymes that he had written
earlier and simply recopied them, making no changes at all or at most
minor editorial changes. Sometimes Simms appears to do this because
the earlier copy has deteriorated and is difficult to read, a condition that
affects many of the rhymes in the collection. In other instances, however,
Simms includes versions of the same rhyme that seem substantially different, sometimes adding and deleting entire stanzas and creating what
appear to be two distinct rhymes. While this raises editorial questions
about the number of discrete rhymes in the collection, it also offers some
important insights into Simms’s editing and work habits.
The rhymes in the collection were not all written at the same
time, and appear on several different types of paper. Some rhymes are
written on stationery. These seem to be the earliest poems in the collection and typically have deteriorated the most. Others are written on
scraps and fragments of paper, many on the back of sheets of paper
devoted to other writing by Simms. The majority of the rhymes are written on the back of Confederate States Receipt Sheets, which helps to date
their composition.
In many instances Simms is inventing entirely new rhymes;
however, there are also a large number of rhymes in the collection where
Simms has taken an existing rhyme from the British Mother Goose
canon and reworked it to create a new rhyme. For example, the following
Mother Goose rhyme first appeared in print in England in the eighteenth
century:
Rub-a-dub-dub
Three men in a tub,
And how do you think they got there?
The butcher, the baker,
The candlestick-maker
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They all jumped out of a rotten potato,
’Twas enough to make a man stare. (Baring-Gould 106)
Simms revises it and creates the following rhyme:
Rub a dub dub, Rub a dub dub,
Here’s a big toady in a small tub,
Hopping about to find land and water.
His wife at home kept him such a strife,
That he has bid her good bye for life.
Left her alone with his dog and her daughter.
There are many other rhymes in the collection that we can classify as
adaptation rhymes, like the one above. Additional research should reveal
which rhymes in the Mother Goose canon Simms is using in the process
of adaptation and provide insights into what changes he has made and
why he has made them.
Children’s rhymes can be grouped into classification categories,
although scholars disagree on the precise number. Simms composes
rhymes that fit most of the categories outlined by the Oxford Dictionary
of Nursery Rhymes and other scholarly sources. These include riddles,
lullaby songs, nursery prayers, counting rhymes, tongue twisters, nonsense rhymes, wisdom rhymes, character rhymes, and alphabet rhymes
(Opie vii-viii). Riddles appear frequently throughout the collection, and
they often focus on items that would have been familiar to Southern readers:
There’s something I love, and can’t do without,
A friend brings it to me, both strong and stout;
But I take my friend and I fling him down,
Though well I know he must sink and drown.
So daily I drown my friend, that I may,
Get the thing that I do love everyday.
Now, riddle-me-zee, riddle-me-zee,
Who shall tell this riddle to me?
(“Water Bucket.”)
It is interesting to note that Simms uses the word bucket, not pail in the
answer to this riddle, which is in keeping with a regional lexical distinction between South and North that was already firmly established by
the mid-nineteenth century. While pail was used throughout the North,
bucket was used (and still is) throughout the South, even extending into
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the midland speech areas of Philadelphia and western Pennsylvania (Hall
10).
Simms also writes lullaby songs. One in particular that he creates echoes what is undoubtedly the most well-known lullaby in Europe
or America—“Hush-a-bye, baby, on the tree top”—which ends with the
ominous warning, “When the bow breaks the cradle will fall, / Down
will come baby, cradle and all” (Opie 61). Simms’s lullaby song takes the
same familiar form, but his version tenderly reassures us that the child is
safe and protected from all harm:
Hushabye, Baby, upon the tree top;
Never you fear that your cradle will drop:
The breeze, will rock, and the leaves will shade,
So, hushabye, Baby, and don’t be afraid.
Mama is right there and watching to Sea,
And the mocking bird sings in the very next tree.
So, hushabye, Baby, upon the tree top,
And never you fear that the cradle will drop.
In rhymes like this one, it is not difficult to imagine Simms singing to his
own children as they drift off to sleep. Another category that frequently
appears in the collection is the alphabet rhyme, which Simms often casts
in the form of a riddle as in the following rhyme illustrates:
I’m in your hat. I’m in your head,
But you never catch me in your bed.
I’m in your cat, I’m in your cream,
Not in your sleep, yet in your dreams.
(“The Letter A.”)
Simms includes a rhyming riddle for every letter in the alphabet, and
he includes some number rhymes as well. These types of rhymes are
common throughout the Mother Goose canon and are designed to teach
young children their alphabet and numbers.
Since Simms himself was a father, it is not hard to imagine that
many of the rhymes in the collection reflect his experiences at Woodlands
and his relationships with his own children. One rhyme clearly is shaped
by a personal reminiscence from his own home:
Hey! Ling-a-ling, hey ling-a-ling,
I’m away for the grape vine swing.
It needs but a single spring,
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Climb like a squirrel, cling,
And now I feel like a king.
The grape vine swing was a familiar landmark at Woodlands and, for
children who lived or visited there, it was a favorite place to play. The
rhyme shares a relationship with one of Simms’s best know poems, “The
Grape-Vine Swing.” However, in the poem, the innocent playfulness of
the rhyme gives way to the somber meditations of the adult poet, especially in the last stanza where the grape-vine swing lingers as only a
distant memory:
O giant strange of our Southern woods!
I dream of thee still in the well-known spot,
Though our vessel strains o’er the ocean floods,
And the Northern forest beholds thee not;
I think of thee still with a sweet regret,
As the cordage yields to my playful grasp,—
Dost thou spring and cling in our woodlands yet?
Does the maiden still swing in thy giant clasp? (Poetry 152)
One final category in the Mother Goose canon that often intersects with the categories listed above consists of rhymes that describe the
geography, history, and culture of Britain or other European countries. In
similar fashion, Simms writes many rhymes that include references to
the geography, history, and culture of the South, and they are quite often
among the most creative ones in the collection. In “Oh, Charleston is a
pretty town,” Simms describes the history of the city as a series of sieges
by occupying forces: the French and Spanish during the colonial era;
the British during the early decades of the American republic; and, more
recently, Union forces during the Civil War. Each time, he exclaims, the
city survives.
Other Southern locations, such as “Old Virginy,” “Richmondtown,” “Augusta-town,” Moultrie, and James Island, appear throughout
the rhymes. Simms also arranges rhymes around animals that would have
been familiar to Southern readers. One such rhyme begins:
I had a noble tacky
His name was Beauregard,
I lent him to Miss Jacky,
And she rode him rather hard.
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A marsh tacky is a breed of horse native to the South Carolina coastlands
and is descended from horses brought to the area by the Spanish over
four centuries ago.10 Bred for the harsh conditions found along the coast
during the colonial era, the marsh tacky was used for farming, riding, and
hauling heavy loads. The rhyme plays upon this cultural history, for it
tells us that Miss Jacky not only “rode him rather hard” but also “didn’t
spare the whip.” It concludes,
So one day he shied and threw her,
And he let Miss Jacky slip.
He came home without the lady,
Very lame, and very sore,
But a gay as any Mayday,
For Miss Jacky rode no more.
Simms also includes a rhyme about a favorite Southern pastime among
young boys and men:
Hark! Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
The dogs are in chase,
And now for a race,
They’ve treed a possum, Hurrah! Hurrah.
Now wave your torch and shine his eyes
Ha! Ha! he’s there,
Hung high in the air,
With is head hanging down between his thighs.
Who’ll climb and throw the possum down?
“’Tis I,” says Bob,
I’ll do the job,
I’ll jerk him away and crack his crown.
He jerks the possum from the tree,
And there he lies,
Beneath your eyes,
Looking as dead as dead can be.
He’s playing at possum, boys,—he fibs,—
It is his trick,
But get a stick—
And give him a poke in his tender ribs.
Ha! Ha! He doesn’t relish the poke,
And up he starts
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And away he darts
But Turner and Reeser soon end the joke.
Whenever you play possum, my dear,
See that no dogs or sticks are near!
This is a good example of Simms’s longer rhymes, of which there are
many in the collection. What one notices in this rhyme are the vibrant
details: the hunt takes place at night; dogs are used to track the possum
that is found by shining lights in its eyes; one of the hunters climbs a tree
to shake the possum down; and, as expected, the creature, once trapped,
lives up to expectations and “plays possum” or pretends to be dead. The
rhyme is a repository of knowledge and memory about an important cultural tradition in the South, one that the rhyme not only accurately reports
but playfully brings to life.
While not exhaustive, these examples provide a glimpse of the
implications and themes raised by this unpublished collection of rhymes,
not just for Simms scholars but for a host of issues in nineteenth century
American literary history. In its range, ambition, and achievement, it is an
extraordinary collection, one that deserves an audience as well as closer
critical study. An accurate transcription of all of the rhymes in the collection is the necessary first step. Once this is completed, we can begin the
process of cataloging the rhymes, classifying them, and, learning more
about their composition. Although they are childhood rhymes, they have
much to tell us about Simms and the South that he called home. And
for Simms scholars, they also remind us how much more remains to be
discovered and explored before we can claim to know the mind of the
artist behind them.

Notes
1. The research presented here was made possible through the generous support
of the William Gilmore Simms Visiting Research Professorship at the South
Caroliniana Library at the University of South Carolina. As a recent recipient
of the professorship—which has provided assistance for many Simms scholars
over the years—I want to acknowledge Mary C. Simms Oliphant, whose commitment to future scholarship on Simms helped to create the original endowment. I would also like to thank Mrs. Alester G. Furman, III and the many other
donors who have supported the endowment over the years. Finally, I would like
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to thank Allen Stokes and the staff at the South Caroliniana for their gracious
hospitality during my residence at the library. I would have accomplished far
less than I did without their knowledgeable assistance.
2. Among the manuscripts in the Charles Carroll Simms Collection is “Sir Will
O’ Wisp or the Irish Baroner; A Tale of its own Day,” a novella which Simms
left unpublished at the time of his death. Based on a short story called “Jack
O’ Lantern” that Simms published earlier in his career, the novella features a
Faustus-like narrator who—with considerable trepidation—enters into a partnership with a very urbane devil. I have completed the transcription of this
manuscript, and hope to have it ready for publication before the next Simms
Conference in 2010.
3. The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes cites James Orchard HalliwellPhillipps and his The Nursery Rhymes of England as the first authoritative
source on the history of nursery rhymes. First published in 1842, the work was
republished in various editions throughout the nineteenth century: “This collection, interspersed with notes about the age and origins of the nursery rhymes,
was … the first to draw attention to the antiquity of the rhymes with any conviction, and the first collection which attempted to be comprehensive …. Together
with Popular Rhymes and Nursery Tales [also compiled by Halliwell-Phillipps
in 1849], it is the basis … of almost every nursery anthology” (Oxford v).
Earlier nursery rhyme editions cited by Halliwell-Phillipps as among his sources
included Infant Institutes (1779), Grammer Gurton’s Garland or the Nursery
Parnassus (1810), The Popular Rhymes of Scotland (1824; 1843), and Bellenden
Der’s Essay on the Archaeology of Nursery Rhymes (1834) (Opie vi).
4. Historians disagree on the actual publication date, some setting it as early as
1785 for the first printing.
5. Not surprisingly, Simms does not appear in the “Index of Notable Figures
Associated with the Invention, Diffusion, or Illustration of Nursery Rhymes,”
which appears as an index in the Oxford English Dictionary of Nursery
Rhymes.
6. A copy of these published rhymes is located in the Charles Carroll Simms
Collection at the South Caroliniana Library.
7. While the preface is signed by the editors of the periodical, I suspect that most,
if not all, of the preface was written by Simms.
8. Rhymes that do not have a title are cited by the first line of the rhyme.
9. I am indebted to members of the Simms family for granting me access to this
correspondence.
10. Descendents of the marsh tacky still live along the South Carolina coast, but
they are an endangered breed, numbering according to most estimates between
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100-150 animals. The Carolina Marsh Tacky Association exists to study and preserve this animal as an important part of South Carolina’s history and culture.
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War Poetry of the South:
Notes Toward A Reconsideration
Sean R. Busick
It is somewhat surprising that War Poetry of the South has not
received more scholarly attention than it has over the years. The Civil
War is a perennially popular subject with both academic and lay audiences. Therefore we might reasonably expect the two books about the
War written by the South’s greatest man-of-letters of the mid-nineteenth
century to attract a fair bit of attention. While Simms’s wartime writings
have received attention, especially Sack and Destruction of the City of
Columbia, S.C., the same can not be said of War Poetry of the South.1 In
view of this relative neglect, there are a few lines of inquiry that illuminate Simms’s achievement with the volume and outline its contribution
to our understanding of Simms as a poet, editor, and public intellectual
following the Civil War.
Part of the reason for War Poetry’s relative obscurity is probably
due to the nature of the book. The book is a collection of poems written
by Southerners during the war, edited by Simms. Simms scholars have
been more interested in Simms’s poems in the collection than they have
been in his editorship of it or in the book as a whole. Historians are more
comfortable studying narrative than poetry. Textual problems complicate
its study as well: many of the poems in the volume were written by
authors who are anonymous or who wrote under pseudonyms, and no
modern edition of the book is in print. First published in 1866, the book’s
true first edition remained a topic of debate as late as 1995 (Meriwether,
“War Poetry”; Aiken).
Among the few scholars who have studied War Poetry in depth
are Civil War historian Daniel Sutherland and literary scholar David
Aiken. Both emphasize the martial character of Simms’s wartime poetry.
In his new book, A Savage Conflict: The Decisive Role of Guerrillas in
the American Civil War, Sutherland argues that Simms, inspired by the
example of Francis Marion and the Southern partisans of the Revolution,
used poetry to promote guerrilla warfare against the North during the
Civil War (185). Aiken sees some of Simms’s poems included in the collection as “a second call to battle” sounded during Radical Reconstruction
49
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(11). Interestingly, at least one contemporary Northern reviewer considered War Poetry somewhat less belligerent than other Southern literary
productions of the time. “We must, in all fairness say, that they are more
reasonable and respectable in their character than most of the Southern
prose writings, which it has been our fortune to see, within the past few
years,” judged an anonymous critic in The New Englander, who nevertheless had a harshly negative opinion of the volume. “On the whole,” he
continued, “the pieces are somewhat worthy of the name of war poetry,
and not mere scurrilous abuse, like most of their newspaper articles during the war” (382-83).
The first thing we need is a modern scholarly edition of War
Poetry that identifies all the anonymous and pseudonymous authors (a
task greatly facilitated by James Kibler’s extremely useful The Poetry of
William Gilmore Simms: An Introduction and Bibliography). This brings
to mind the words of James Meriwether, at the first Simms Symposium,
in 1993: “Let me say again … if Simms the writer is to be accorded the
greater measure of critical justice all of us here agree that he deserves,
then our greatest need is a comprehensive edition that will make his writings much more widely available” (“Some Current” 35).
We should also evaluate the work Simms performed as editor
of the volume. What criteria did he use in making his selections? What
can we learn from the way Simms organized the volume, beginning with
Henry Timrod’s “Ethnogenesis” and ending with A. J. Requier’s “Ashes
of Glory”? And what of Simms’s plans for a second volume of war poetry
“of like style, character, and dimensions”? (Simms, War vi). Simms’s
selection of materials, the range of voices, and their arrangement all
build to a vision that is in accord with—and underscores in poetry—what
Nicholas Meriwether has identified in his study of Sack and Destruction:
Simms’s determination as public intellectual to lead the South’s successful reintegration with the Union. For Simms, this meant honoring
the Southern cause by remembering the toils and travails of the South’s
experience in the war but without rancor or bitterness. Only then could
the healing of reconciliation occur that he knew was necessary (“Simms’s
Civil War”).
We also still need a comprehensive study of War Poetry that
places it in the context of Simms’s other writings. His preface reiterates
several of the important themes that run through his earlier work. For
instance, it seems significant that, after secession, four years of war, and
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the destruction of his state and his home, he still strove to do his part in
the creation of a national literature. The promotion of a national literature had always been of central importance to Simms (Busick). In the
dedication to the revised edition of The Wigwam and the Cabin, Simms
explained that “to be national in literature, one must needs be sectional.
No one mind can fully or fairly illustrate the characteristics of any great
country; and he who shall depict one section faithfully, has made his
proper and sufficient contribution to the great work of national illustration” (4).
His position was the same in 1866 as it had been before the War.
In the preface, he described War Poetry of the South as “a contribution
to the national literature … illustrating the degree of mental and art
development which has been made, in a large section of the country” (v).
After the War, Simms still believed that writing about his section of the
country was a valuable contribution to the creation of a national literature, just as he had earlier believed when he was a supporter of Young
America. According to Simms, though War Poetry was “sectional in its
character, and indicative of a temper and a feeling which were in conflict
with nationality, yet, now that the States of the Union have been resolved
into one nation, this collection is essentially as much the property of the
whole as are the captured cannon which were employed against it during
the progress of the late war” (v).
We also see Simms continuing his work as a historian in War
Poetry. He repeatedly described his work as providing material for
future historians. In the introduction to Katherine Walton, he described
the ways that his Revolutionary romances “opened the way to historical studies among us—they suggested clews to the historian— … they
showed to succeeding laborers—far abler than myself—what treasures of
materiel, lay waiting for the shaping hands of future genius” (3). Simms
likewise believed War Poetry of the South did more than contribute to the
national literature. It would be an important source for future historians.
According to Simms, the poems in the collection illustrated Southerners’
“feelings, sentiments, ideas, and opinions—the motives which influenced
their actions … and which seemed to them to justify the struggle in which
they were engaged” (v). Because poetry did more than merely narrate
actions, but also illustrated the sentiments, opinions, and motives behind
actions, it was “even of more importance to the writer of history than any
mere chronicle of facts” (v).
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Simms intended to preserve Southerners’ poetry so that future
generations could more fully understand the sentiment and opinion
which sustained them “through a war unexampled in its horrors in modern times, and which has fully tested their powers of endurance” (viii).
He could well have been describing his own ordeal in the War, tribulations that underscore his achievement with this volume especially. Given
Simms’s personal conviction that poetry was his forte and his primary
literary form, War Poetry offers much for our understanding of its editor
and one of its primary contributors, especially in his last years. Simms
scholars should accept his challenge and look anew at this volume.

Note

1. Simms’s wartime journalism has been explored most recently by Jefferey
Rogers in “‘Art Ready for Battle’.” His early serial account of the burning of the
Columbia is reprinted in Simms, A City Laid Waste; for assessments of that serial
account and its subsequent publication as a book, see Nicholas Meriwether’s “‘A
Scene which Beggars Art to Convey’” and his “Simms’s Civil War.”
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“The Mountain Tramp. Tselica; A Legend of the
French Broad”: With an Eye on the Horizon
Kevin Collins
Beginning in 1893—a half century after Simms’s most fecund
period—Frederick Jackson Turner argued that the presence of the frontier
made the minds of Americans different from the minds of their mostly
European forebears. Turner’s Frontier Thesis, perhaps the single most
influential historical theory in the twentieth century, suggested that
these differences had both positive and negative aspects: that the presence of the frontier, the possibility of starting over, bred in Americans
an optimism, a willingness to improvise, and an egalitarian and democratic instinct that were much more prominent than they had been in the
European parent-cultures, but that it also bred an instinct for violence and
ruthlessness more extreme than those of the old cultures.
Both Simms biographer John Caldwell Guilds and I have identified several passages from Simms’s fiction, mostly from the Border
Romances, which seem to foreshadow the Frontier Thesis quite closely,
as part of a broader research project exploring the ways that Simms’s
body of work anticipates Turner. This pattern is remarkable in itself, but
it is rendered even more so by the fact that Turner, working in the late
nineteenth century, was an avid disciple of Charles Darwin, whose work
on natural selection—particularly the ways that life forms tend to adapt
to new environments—made something like the Frontier Thesis perhaps
inevitable, while Simms was evidently unaware of Darwin’s work.
As we have worked to develop our findings into a book-length
study, Guilds and I have looked at Simms’s poetry as well, and we
have discovered that—much like the fiction—it is a mixed bag, with
works set in the Carolina lowlands mostly replicating the mind sets of
European poets and works dealing with the frontier more often treating
Americans as adapting to the frontier in the ways that Turner would
describe. This article treats “The Mountain Tramp. Tselica; A Legend of
the French Broad,” a long poem that was finished in 1852 but that was
first published only in 2003 in Simms’s An Early and Strong Sympathy:
The Indian Writings of William Gilmore Simms, a volume co-edited by
Guilds and ethnohistorian Charles Hudson. While the theme of the poem
55
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itself is somewhat backward-looking, it is the piece’s structure that demonstrates—perhaps as strongly as any of Simms’s poetry—the ways that
Simms viewed the American mind as a work-in-progress, very different
from the European minds that spawned it.
An 1852 letter from Simms to E.A Duyckink indicates that the
author viewed his 2,267-line poem, “The Mountain Tramp. Tselica; A
Legend of the French Broad,” as a potential volume unto itself: “If you
relish my Poem give me your notion as to the propriety of publishing
with copious descriptive, legendary, historical & other notes. Such a
vol., say 250 pages, with illustrated titles and vignettes from Darley
might be a popular book. Eh?” (207). Neither Duyckink nor any other of
Simms’s publishers shared his vision, though, and the poem languished
in the family estate for more than 130 years after its author’s death, the
autograph manuscript eventually becoming part of the Charles Carroll
Simms Collection at the South Caroliniana Library of the University of
South Carolina, until it was published in 2003.
While the poem is remarkable in many ways, particularly in the
way it maintains its consistent octosyllabic meter and end-line rhyme
over such a length, it is nevertheless true that the publishers probably
showed the greater wisdom, particularly in a period when publishers, to
quote John Guilds, “were, in general, reluctant to run the financial risk
of publishing lesser-known American writers, especially poets” (501).
The poem tells the story of a city dweller who escapes to the mountains,
where he meets an old hunter who tells him the tragic story of lovers
from two warring Indian tribes, essentially a frontier version of Romeo
and Juliet. When examined in the context of Simms’s lifelong anticipation of Frederick Jackson Turner’s Frontier Thesis, though, the poem
takes on added significance due mostly to its three-part structure. Even
in a narrative poem in which he consciously attempts to transplant a
well-known Old World story to the American frontier, Simms precisely
foreshadows an essential point that Turner was to make prominently, that
is, that the rapid development of a new sort of mind on the American
frontier depended on the shifting relationship between new generations
of pioneers and the “establishment” figures to the east of them, people
who had been the pioneers of an earlier generation.
Turner describes the rapid evolution of the American character as
a sort of “cultural relay race,” with each generation, in each new region,
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establishing new standards for energy, adaptability, optimism, violence,
etc. that would be eclipsed by the generations to follow it. He points out
that the earliest frontier was the east coast, a region associated in the
nineteenth century with conformity, subservience to England, and other
sorts of orthodoxies: “The oldest West was the Atlantic coast. Roughly
speaking, it took a century of Indian fighting and forest felling for the
colonial settlements to expand into the interior to the distance of about a
hundred miles from the coast” (67). Even the loyalty to the crown, itself,
of these earliest pioneers was an important part of the development of a
distinctly American mind: since the crown had outlawed most manufacturing in the New World, obedience to this decree forced seventeenthand eighteenth-century colonists to wait months for the delivery of basic
manufactured goods, which inspired the sorts of patience, hardihood, and
innovation that would be emblematic of later frontier life. These earliest
pioneers “passed the baton” to those who followed them, the frontiersmen of Daniel Boone’s generation who settled the areas just west of the
Appalachians, who began their own evolution not as Englishmen, but
with the benefit of the adaptations that their forebears had begun on
the seaboard. This process repeated itself over and over as the frontier
pushed westward, with the daring pioneers of one generation and region
becoming the settled establishment figures from whom the following
generation adapted themselves and with the resulting adaptations becoming consistently more radical.
With the three-part structure of “The Mountain Tramp/Tselica,”
Simms replicates this sort of cultural relay race that is central to Turner’s
thesis. The narrative begins in the voice of an urban dweller who has
briefly left behind the cares of the city (presumably Charleston) for his
“mountain tramp” in the Appalachian wilds, and he is overcome by the
exotic natural beauty of his new surroundings. This central figure of the
poem meets and accepts the hospitality of a mountain man and his family; at this point of the poem, the passage from the city to the country is
complete, and the narrative moves into its second section. To the rough
mountain folks, the natural environment is beautiful, but it is anything
but exotic. They show their guest the countryside, pointing out details
that are obvious to them but not to the city slicker, such as the den of a
bear concealed in a thicket of forest and the point on the Appalachian
crests when water ceases to flow into the Atlantic and moves instead
toward the Gulf of Mexico. The city dweller remarks that his hosts must
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rely upon themselves for entertainment—a point that Turner makes with
regard to the entire frontier experience—and they do so twice: on the
first night at a hoe-down enlivened by the mountain man’s fiddle and
his home-brewed liquor, and on the second night with the old man’s tale
of the star-crossed Indian lovers. It is at the point of the latter that the
poem transitions into its third section, one focusing on yet another human
collective yet further west on the advancing frontier: the Indians whose
lifestyles are exotic even in the eyes of the mountain folks, even more so
in the eyes of the city dweller. The remainder of the poem—nearly half of
the total—recounts the tale of the tragic love of the Muschoghee (Creek)
brave Ockwallee and Cherokee maiden Tselica.
With each passage into a new section, the poem’s setting moves
farther west, and each new group of characters conducts its business with
an eye focused even further west, on the horizon. The city dweller leaves
the coast and heads for the hills in search of serenity, the mountaineers
lead their guest farther westward in a hunting party, and the Indian characters move westward as their tale unfolds, with a single exception.1 With
each move westward, the characters develop more and more clearly the
traits that Turner associated with life on the frontier: greater happiness
and spontaneity, greater ability and willingness to devote themselves
to physical labor, an enhanced ability to adapt themselves to the rude
resources available on the frontier, a greater interest in practical matters
as opposed to abstractions, and a greater willingness to commit themselves to even ruthless violence when they find it necessary.
With regard to the first of these, the city dweller, suffering at the
start of the poem from a sort of urban neurosis, experiences perhaps his
first real joy when he gets to the hills. He is somewhat enlivened by the
mountain folk, who seem to recognize instinctually the boundary separating the time to work and the time to party heartily, and who value both.
But no characters short of the most distant frontier experience the pure
joy of the blissful love that Ockwallee and Tselica know.
Regarding the second of these qualities—a comfort with and
effectiveness at physical labor—the urban dweller seems affected by
“the load of heavy toil” (19) when he set out on the tramp, but his toils
seem intellectual and commercial rather than physical: “The gnawing
care for petty spoil” (20). The hillbillies rely for their sustenance on the
grueling work of hunting, and their patriarch bears scars from the labor:
“A brave old man, of seventy years, / Scarr’d deeply in the forest strife,
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/ His cheek the panther’s totem wears,— / That grapple nearly cost him
life” (163-66). The old man’s sons hunt alongside him, and his daughters
undergo comparable pains in the preparation of a feast. But again, it is
only the Indians of the far frontier who know the extremes of physical
labor: the lovers go to great pains to escape their vengeful families, while
the families undergo comparable, ultimately successful physical toils in
pursuit of their errant kin.
All three groups of characters adapt themselves to the realities of
their environments. The tenderfoot, accustomed to the creature comforts
of the city, survives with his rustic hosts but is dependent upon them
for even the most basic of his needs. The mountain folks, though, feed
themselves with their rifles and clothe themselves in homespun. But the
Indian characters, relying just as heavily on the hunt, must undertake it
with only arrows and stone tools, and they clothe themselves in skins of
the animals they kill.
As the narrative moves westward, the characters change also
in the degree to which they focus on abstractions. The city dweller, an
educated man, makes several references to Hernando de Soto (105), to
the novelist Ann Radcliffe (144), to the British queen, Victoria (466),
and to other matters seemingly more suitable to the classroom or the
drawing room than to the rough frontier. The hill folk, however, seem
far less interested in matters not directly related to their immediate safety
and prosperity. Even the old hunter’s fiddling seems to be motivated by
a practical goal—permitting his family and his guest to unwind after
a grueling day—rather than by a love of music per se. (While he does
respond to his guest’s reference to Queen Victoria, it is in scorn to the
notion that a woman should rule a great nation: “The woman who here
would give the law / Must be a soldier, not a squaw” (489-90). Among
the Indians, though—with the single exception of the lovers’ fixation
upon their love itself—there is no mention of any drawing-room niceties; their days are seemingly too full of practical needs to permit them to
devote any thought to mere abstractions. Simms underscores their focus
on the practical as he describes the life of the fleeing lovers: “How blest
was then that islet home, / All free from care, and yet with cares, / That
never suffer thought to roam, / And thought that still each home endears”
(1284-87, emphasis added).
Finally, the proclivity toward violence becomes more extreme
as the setting moves westward. Though the urban speaker is armed, and
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though he is dressed in hunter’s garb when he sets out upon the tramp
(101), his appearance seems little more than a masquerade, and the violence of the hunt is left to his mountain hosts, who also seem to dance
with an intensity that approaches violence. To the Indian characters,
though, violence is no mere sport: with the same intensity that the two
tribes devote to their war with each other, they pursue their kinfolk to the
death over a social principle.
In the series of essays in which he was to propound the Frontier
Thesis, Frederick Jackson Turner specifically would address each of
these five characteristic in terms of the ways that each was intensified
by the remoteness of the pioneers’ positions upon the frontier. William
Gilmore Simms, who obviously couldn’t have access to the work that
Turner wouldn’t complete until a half century after Simms’s death, not
only paid comparable attention to these qualities in “The Mountain
Tramp. Tselica; A Legend of the French Broad,” but he specifically illustrated each as intensifying with greater distance from the “civilization”
of east-coast society. In addition, at the end of the first of his essays,
Turner attributed most of these qualities to the presence on the frontier
of free land as he lamented the closing of the frontier: “But never again
will such free lands offer themselves” (37). It was the availability of free
land that, in Turner’s thesis, inspires the changes in human nature that
occurred on the frontier, and for reasons that may be somewhat obvious:
land ownership for people who would have been day laborers on the
east coast would certainly inspire greater happiness, and the freedom of
the wide-open spaces permitted a spontaneity that wouldn’t have been
possible in the crowded cities. Also, land demanded and inspired both
a greater devotion to physical labor and the ability to make do with
the rude implements available on the frontier—to improvise—both on
Turner’s historical frontier and Simms’s poetical frontier—and it also
left less time for abstract concerns like history and literature. Finally, the
availability of free land on the frontier, coupled with the remoteness from
formal law-enforcement agencies, made frontiersmen more willing and,
with practice, more able to take even the most violent of actions to defend
the asset that had so radically changed their lives for the better. Simms
makes brief reference to the availability of free land in “The Mountain
Tramp” when the city slicker first meets up with his hillbilly host, who
says, “And now, but make your wishes known, / And all these mountains
are your own” (161-62).
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Another significant and relevant element of the poem’s structure
concerns the use of quotations. All three sections are spoken by a single
voice, the city dweller, even though the events of the Indian love story
are related to him by the old hunter. Simms presents the city dweller as
telling of his trip to the hills and as reporting the words of the hunter, in
quotation marks, directly to the reader. Though it is easy, given the length
of the poem, to lose track of the fact, even the Indian story is presented
from the lips of the city dweller, reporting the words of the hunter, who
in turn is reporting legend of Tselica. In this way, Simms anticipates
another important principle of the Frontier Thesis: that the pioneers of the
expanding frontier, studied as a whole, formed a single collective and that
it was that collective that demonstrated a pattern of evolutionary development vastly different from that of the parent cultures that produced
it. Because of Turner’s interest in Darwinian theory, this notion was
particularly important to the Frontier Thesis. Though no less prominent
in Simms’s works, this notion was perhaps less important, at least on a
conscious level, and for a good reason: On the Origin of Species was not
published until seven years after “The Mountain Tramp” was finished.
Rather than detracting from Simms’s remarkable anticipation of Turner’s
work, though, this fact perhaps adds to it by emphasizing the author’s
visionary nature as he described events in his own time in precisely the
terms that America’s most prominent historian would use only in retrospect and only under the inspiration of Darwin.
Finally, as the frontiersmen he was describing have, Frederick
Jackson Turner has taken some fairly withering criticism of late from
multiculturalist scholars, primarily for his tendency to see Indians as
a problem that pioneers had to overcome rather than as a part of the
American patchwork, as they are generally viewed today. While Simms
certainly has more than his share of multicultural critics today because
of his status as a slaveholder, he was remarkably prescient in “The
Mountain Tramp. Tselica; A Legend of the French Broad”—as he was in
the novel Vasconselos, the novella “Lucas de Ayllon,” and in some others
of his Indian-themed works—in his ability to envision Indians as part of
the collective that also included both city dwellers and white frontiersmen.
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Note

1. The one exception to this rule takes place in the build-up to the climax of
the Indian tale when Tselica and Ockwallee, committed to abandoning their
hostile tribes, are briefly separated. Ockwallee searches for signs of the Cherokee
pursuers who will soon kill him:
He pauses, in the thicket’s side,
And harks the signals, far and wide,
North, South, and West—the East alone
Would seem a pathway still his own. (2.1101-04)
This brief focus on compass directions seems sufficiently out of place in the
poem that Simms may well have intended to imply a connection between the one
character who chooses to head east rather than west and that character’s death a
few pages later.
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Philosophical Aesthetics and
Simms’s Poetry and the Practical
Carl Rapp
Poetry and the Practical is an important reflection on poetry, not
(as might be supposed) because it defends poetry as an alternative or as
a supplement to practical interests, but because its aim, in the first place,
is to refute the idea that poetic thinking and practical thinking are necessarily antithetical at all. In fact, Simms takes direct aim at the usual view
that an essential incompatibility exists between “poetical” thinking, on
the one hand, and some other kind of thinking that more properly holds
sway in the ordinary matters of life. The result is that, in the course of his
three lectures, Simms succeeds in presenting a distinctively philosophical aesthetics, one that is powerfully suggestive of—indeed consonant
with—the “advanced” philosophical positions of Kant and Schiller. Once
this is recognized, it becomes clear that Poetry and the Practical is not to
be taken lightly, as though it were merely a perfunctory exercise.
But what does it mean to say that Simms’s ideas in Poetry and
the Practical are suggestive of, or consonant with, the ideas of Immanuel
Kant or the ideas of Friedrich Schiller? First of all, it means that they
are rooted in a comprehensive conception of human being or human
nature. “Poetical” thinking and “practical” thinking are not construed by
him as independent, autonomous activities. Rather they are understood
to be intelligible only in the context of man’s total situation or condition, wherein they are necessarily coordinated or intimately connected.
Because of the way in which he emphasizes this important fact, Simms
actually shares common ground with the philosophers Kant and Schiller,
which in turn provides useful insights into Simms’s own art.
The Kantian “Critical” philosophy, as extrapolated between
1781 and 1790, was an attempt to assess the basic types of human thinking in their most fundamental operations. In three successive books
(The Critique of Pure Reason, The Critique of Practical Reason, and
The Critique of Judgment), Kant surveyed the structure and processes
of what he took to be the three main types of thinking. In his first book,
The Critique of Pure Reason, he examined both the logical and the psychological conditions that make possible the perception of persons and
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objects in the world of time and space, i.e., the world that is made available to us by means of physical sensations or sense-data. Kant concluded
that the objects of interest associated with moral philosophy, theology,
and metaphysics could not be apprehended or deduced from our physical sensations of persons, objects, and events in the empirical world. A
strictly empirical knowledge could not be anything more than a knowledge that something happens to be the case or that some describable state
of affairs happens to exist in physical space and time. Such a knowledge,
strictly construed, would be entirely without moral or theological significance, apart from ideas associated with it whose source happens to be
outside the domain of sensuous perception.
One implication of Kant’s first critique seemed to be that empirical reality could appear only as a gigantic spectacle of physical causes
and physical effects, known not in themselves as they truly are but only
in terms of the impressions they make on us as we experience them.
Ultimately, this was a dismal view, because it implied that the natural
sciences could not account for the world of human interests except by
construing that world as a fictional construct masking the physical world
(itself a mask in relation to the unknowable reality behind it). Indeed,
natural science had apparently nothing to say about human being—about
ethics or politics or aesthetic experience. As though lobotomized, it could
only produce descriptions of perceptible states of affairs and could say
nothing about the desirability of any particular state of affairs, without
attaching to its descriptions concepts drawn from ethics, political philosophy, and aesthetics. Henceforth, science would have to be regarded
as a body of knowledge, or as an instrument, wielded by persons whose
interests and goals could not be accounted for, or even conceived of, by
science itself. As a tool, science must be wielded by something or someone, and it must be wielded for a purpose or purposes. Kant’s second and
third critiques get their impetus from the perceived need to explain our
knowledge of persons and purposes, on the assumption that such knowledge cannot be generated from sense-data.
In his second critique, The Critique of Practical Reason, Kant
proceeded to investigate human being in terms of man’s capacity to be
a moral being, to act one way or another in a fashion that is guided by
purposes or intentions. As he describes it, the realm of practical reason is
a realm of purpose-governed action, which is actually a sphere of moral
freedom and moral awareness, a sort of spiritual kingdom in which per-
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sons construed as moral agents interact with one another in such a way
as to carry out plans or designs. According to Kant, the very existence
of such a spiritual kingdom requires the assumption that persons may
be motivated by moral purposes and are capable of remaining steadfast
in their actions until their purposes have been achieved. When Kant
speaks of “practical reason,” he is not talking about the discovery or the
manipulation of a means to an end; rather, he is talking about the ability
to conceive of that which is an end in itself. That is to say, he is talking
about how persons actually function as moral agents. As a mere thing or
as a physical being, a person is embedded in the world of space and time
and is subjected to all sorts of empirical influences. To be perfectly in
accord with these influences is to be “natural.”
On the other hand, in order to be a moral agent, a human being
must also have purposes that are not determined or essentially altered by
contingent circumstances or by external influences. In Kant’s view, the
moral realm—the spiritual kingdom of persons—is not identical with the
natural world, and it is not an effect of material circumstances or conditions. The existence of the moral realm depends entirely on the capacity
or willingness of its members to postulate the reality of God, freedom,
and immortality. This postulate or assumption is that which makes moral
purpose possible. It is, according to Kant, the necessary precondition of
moral reasoning, without which such reasoning is unintelligible.
Kant knows very well that God, freedom, and immortality are
not physical realities, and for that reason, it is obvious that they can’t be
investigated or even credited as existing by means of the knowledge he
describes in his first critique. On the other hand, if the reality of God,
freedom, and immortality is not assumed or postulated, our behavior
will become, according to Kant, a matter of pursuing pleasures and
avoiding pains in accordance with our purely natural inclinations. We
shall “naturally” be inclined to do that which is convenient or that which
spontaneously suggests itself rather than that which is required by moral
considerations not based on convenience and inclination. Since none of
us is capable of choosing his own particular bent or his own particular
set of circumstances, if we allow ourselves to be determined by bent or
circumstance, we cannot be construed as moral agents at all but only as
sub-moral beings going along with the flow of things, more or less passively.
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The upshot of Kant’s second critique was this: it elucidated an
aspect of human subjectivity that could not be elucidated by the purely
empirical knowledge Kant had described in his first critique. By postulating God, freedom, and immortality, the man who remained for empirical
knowledge only an object in space and time could know himself after all
as volitional man, living in an ethical world as well as a physical one. In
the ethical world, persons could rise above their merely natural selves by
simply choosing to relate to each other on the basis of purposes, intentions, obligations, and duties. Not having a natural existence, the ethical
world had to be adequately conceived so that it might then become the
blueprint for particular actions in the world.
The exercise of practical reason requires of us that we be doers or
intenders, not just neutral beholders of whatever happens to be the case.
Voluntary action in the ethical world generates a greater sense of selfconsciousness than does the passive perception of objects in space and
time. Nevertheless, because the demands of morality are rigorous, there
is a degree of unfreedom that goes along with practical reason. We are
not free to behave in any manner whatsoever. We are bound, as it were,
by our duties and obligations. In a certain sense, we are always on the
clock, whenever we are engaged in fulfilling the tasks of practical reason,
in spite of the fact that we have chosen these tasks ourselves.
And this is where Kant’s third critique comes in. Obviously, we
are not free to perceive the natural world any way we like, nor are we
free to be ethical in any arbitrary manner of our own choosing. Moral
action and sense-perception alike are characterized by certain defining
rules that cannot be set aside with impunity. However, in exercising what
Kant calls aesthetic judgment, we enter a zone of nearly perfect freedom,
wherein our minds may luxuriate or expatiate in the presence of an artistic or natural phenomenon, without following a script. In entering this
zone, which is a zone of detached contemplation, we muse and speculate almost like gods in relation to what it is we are contemplating. We
become assessors of things, not mere labelers of things, and we take such
a delight in the exercise of our cognitive powers that our thinking greatly
exceeds that which is required for the bare perception of a physical object
or the bare determination of an ethical purpose. As Kant puts it, when our
cognitive powers are brought into play by an aesthetic judgment, “we linger over the contemplation of [it] because this contemplation strengthens
and reproduces itself” indefinitely (58). And especially when we con-
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template that which is particularly striking or impressive (the sublime,
as Kant calls it), we discover that our response is such that it raises “the
energies of the soul above their accustomed height and discover[s] in us
a faculty of resistance of a quite different kind, which gives us courage
to measure ourselves against the apparent almightiness” of the thing we
are contemplating (100-101). Obviously, aesthetic judgment is, for Kant,
a type of thinking that goes far beyond simply identifying states of affairs
or attending to moral obligations. Indeed, the typical result of contemplating a supremely impressive event or spectacle is that it provokes us
to become aware of ourselves as beings who are capable of “judging it
fearlessly and of regarding our destination as sublime in respect of it”
(104). That is, it provokes us to remember that own spiritual destiny is
more impressive than anything we can possibly encounter in the natural
scheme of things. Ultimately, the fruit of aesthetic experience is that it
makes possible a new kind of self-consciousness, which is a foretaste or
a revelation of our own spiritual destiny.
Kant also claims in The Critique of Judgment that aesthetic
experience acts as a mediating force or as a bridge between the ideas
that come to us from sensory experience and the ideas that are associated
with moral imperatives. Aesthetic judgment is a faculty that borrows
ideas from both pure theoretical reason and pure practical reason, thereby
synthesizing these two faculties in its own operation. In part, what Kant
means by this is simply that, when we encounter artistic representations,
such as poems or paintings, we are actually encountering phenomenal
things that have been designed with purposes in mind. On one level,
the actual physical materials of an artwork may be cognized as sensible
objects, but at the same time we can see that these things bear the impress
of an artistic intention. On another level, in the events of a narrative, such
as a story or a novel, we can see that the actions of the characters are
intelligible both as sensuous events and as morally meaningful gestures.
However, it is perhaps Friedrich Schiller (one of Kant’s earliest
disciples) who gives the clearest account of art’s power to synthesize the
moral and the sensory dimensions of human experience. In his essays
on sublimity and on tragedy, and especially in his famous Letters on
the Aesthetic Education of Man, composed in the immediate aftermath
of the Kantian critiques, Schiller sets out to explain how literary study
produces superior self-consciousness and, at the same time, creates an
enlightened citizenry, capable of appropriately enjoying the political
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freedom made possible by such self-consciousness. As Schiller sees it,
in art we are permitted to observe that man is both a spiritual being and
an animal with instincts and passions, or, in other words, that man has a
spiritual dimension and a physical dimension, which can be coordinated
but which are frequently in collision. Each side wishes to be absolutely
dominant and seeks its own satisfactions without regard to the interests
of the other side. This results in a spectacle, the various permutations of
which comprise the subject-matter of literature. In actual life, however,
it is not given to us to enjoy the tensions of our dual nature as though
it were a spectacle. Rather we find ourselves painfully buffeted back
and forth between the claims of our spiritual nature and the facts of our
animal nature, or alternatively we find ourselves trying to resolve the tension within us by embracing one part of ourselves and by attempting to
deny the other part altogether. The sensualist seeks to accommodate the
instincts, to maximize physical pleasures, and to follow all inclinations.
The moralist seeks to invent a political structure that will facilitate justice
and enable all citizens to realize themselves as ethical beings by means
of an interlocking network of reciprocal duties and obligations. One
impulse is to go with the flow of things; another impulse is to impose an
order on things.
Without an adequate means of reflection, without a literary education, we live our lives on the basis of unexamined impulses or with
partial sympathies that cannot know their own partiality. In political life,
for example, Schiller finds that the masses who are governed cannot
understand the point of view of the governing class that seeks to impose
upon them its own idea of law and order, and vice versa, the leaders cannot understand the undisciplined spontaneity of those whom they would
govern. Neither side can feel the validity of the other side’s outlook on
things. The solution, according to Schiller, is to raise everybody’s consciousness of both sides through the study of literature. The expectation
is that all parties will be chastened and awed by the artistic representation of man’s dual nature, and that, as a consequence, the moralists will
become more sympathetic to the requirements of our animal nature and
be less inclined to impose their own designs upon it, while the sensualists
will become more inclined to recognize the virtues of self-discipline. The
hoped-for result is that society will eventually become capable of selfgovernment, thereby eluding the twin evils of dictatorship imposed from
above and anarchy emanating from below. By becoming more conscious
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of the complexities and nuances of human nature, those who receive a
literary education will have the opportunity to become more stable (and
more multifaceted) in their own humanity, and they will be in a position
to realize themselves, not only as individuals but also as enlightened
members of a political community. This is a goal that cannot well be
achieved either by pursuing one’s own bent or by resting complacently
in the point of view associated with a particular political or social position.
As we have seen, Schiller and Kant are convinced that aesthetic
experience is uniquely capable of including, and even synthesizing, the
operations of both theoretical reason and practical reason. For them,
aesthetic experience is that which supremely promotes self-consciousness or self-realization by comparison with other modes of cognition.
Nevertheless, they do not set aesthetics in opposition to these other
modes, as though aesthetics did not involve them or as though it had
its own separate interests. Unfortunately, one of the effects of their
enormously influential philosophy was that it fostered in many people’s
minds, throughout the nineteenth century, the idea that artistic consciousness ought to be construed as a very high thing indeed, existing far above
all moral and utilitarian concerns, in a sphere unto itself, for its own sake.
Edgar Allan Poe, more or less, takes this position when he summarizes
Kant in the following passage from his review of Longfellow’s Ballads:
Dividing the world of mind into its most obvious and
immediately recognizable distinctions, we have the
pure intellect, taste, and the moral sense. We place taste
between the intellect and the moral sense, because it is
just this indeterminate space which, in the mind, it occupies. It is the connecting link in the triple chain. It serves
to sustain a mutual intelligence between the extremes.
(436)
Poe notes as well that “the offices of the trio are broadly marked. Just as
conscience, or the moral sense, recognizes duty; just as intellect deals
with truth; so it is the part of taste alone to inform us of BEAUTY”
(436). Since poetry is the handmaiden of taste alone, its province does
not extend beyond the limits of beauty. “It[s] sole arbiter is Taste. With
the Intellect or with the Conscience it has only collateral relations. It has
no dependence, unless incidentally, upon either Duty or Truth” (439).
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Poe’s paraphrase of Kant’s philosophy is really very accurate,
as far as it goes, but it perhaps gives the impression that poetry ought
to be properly sequestered in a realm shut off from all other concerns.
However, as we have seen, according to both Schiller and Kant, poetry’s
real function is to illuminate the complexity of our being so that we
can realize ourselves in our true nature and orient ourselves properly to
our own rightful place in the great scheme of things. Simms’s lectures
in Poetry and the Practical seem to me to be more in keeping with the
original aesthetic philosophy of Schiller and Kant than is Poe’s précis of
the same set of ideas. Indeed, Simms’s whole point is to show that poetry
has a vital educative function to perform, even though it may seem at first
marginal or irrelevant to our other concerns. Poetry activates our creative
or imaginative powers and allows us to experience an enlargement of
mind, rather than a narrowing. Simms describes it as a cultivation of
spiritual resources that includes and extends the cultivation of the material resources of the American nation. To the extent that we neglect our
poetry and focus our attention on “mere material acquisition,” we “learn
to confound possession with powers; accumulations with developments;
enjoyments with endowments; and to place the very faculties that conduct us to the conquest, in subordinate relation to the spoils which they
acquire” (8). Accordingly, Simms invites us to acknowledge that we have
not availed ourselves of “all the endowments of the soul,” (8) and that
“we must learn to value a thousand uses in man’s nature which we now
refuse to recognize” (13-14).
In many passages, Simms calls attention to aesthetic experience
as to a mode of experience that, in a peculiar way, instigates a multitude
of mental operations (unlimited and unpredictable in application), whose
ultimate effect is to produce a new self-awareness and a new way of
being related to things, just as Kant and Schiller earlier maintained. As
Simms puts it, the poet is:
[T]he person most largely connected, in every way,
with the universal nature; and so unfolds her secrets as
to bring, more than any other person, the largest circle
of his fellow men into communion and connection with
the universal. And this is the great work to which he
is dedicated from the first; a work which requires him
to grasp the whole heart of humanity, and study all its
pulses,—every nerve, every throb, every pleasure, every
pang. (46)
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Thus it is the effect of poetry to produce a transformation within us that is
truly renovating, so that “in soothing the wearied faculties, we strengthen
them; and in cheering the desponding mood, we give it heart; and in
warming the affections, we elevate the virtues; and in appealing to the
soul, we furnish the impulse to the first appreciation of Immortality!”
(46).
In his emphasis on personal self-realization, Simms sounds like
Kant. However, in his emphasis on the political import of exercising
aesthetic sensibility, Simms sounds even more like Schiller. The negative
consequence of neglecting aesthetic experience is, as Simms rightly notes,
that we will concentrate exclusively on material acquisition and political
empire, and eventually go the way of all the empires that have preceded
us. This is a persistent theme throughout Simms’s lectures. Untaught
by the broader perspectives made available to us through literature, we
seem bent on attaining greatness by expanding our political boundaries.
Simms rebukes this enterprise, and proposes that a spiritual enlargement
be put in place of mere territorial expansion. Since the sensualist side of
human nature has created a lopsidedness in American culture, the correction must be to instigate the sort of spiritual expansion that is commonly
associated with poetry, as Simms explains in a key passage:
Living in a region of pure thought, heedless of the
inferior toils which so distract the senses, pervert the
soul, and confound the judgment;—with an eye forever
looking out from self, and unblended by its narrow requisitions,—[the great poets] could range wide over all
the fields of the ideal—all the provinces of speculative
thought—and, by an instinctive regard to the inevitable
in nature, and through the well studied analogies of past
history, shape out the probable from the conjectural,
the absolute, from the casual and capricious. Continual
flights into the regions of the abstract,—a life spent in
conjecture upon the latent in nature and the soul,—a
sleepless search upon a tireless wing, forever employed
in seeking some mount of vision whose scope can
embrace the world—this life, thus employed—these
bold faculties of Imagination thus exercised—which
constitute the peculiar endowment of him who struggles
after the ideal—must necessarily reveal to him thou-
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sands of truths, which the great body of mankind only
behold as “through a glass darkly,” even if they behold
at all! (60-61)
This is surely a formula for engagement, not disengagement, as
might be supposed by those who imagine that an insurmountable opposition must needs exist between literary culture and scientific culture,
and who would lay the blame for such an opposition at the door of the
Kantians and the German Idealists who followed Kant. Simms, I would
say, gives in Poetry and the Practical a remarkable presentation of the
view that Kant and Schiller were also seeking to present—the view that
would later be distorted by the proponents of l’art pour l’art.
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Simms’s Romantic Vision
as Shown in His Critical Writings
Doreen Thierauf
Although Simms never endeavored to develop a structured
theory of the aesthetic, he demonstrated a remarkable consistency and
homogeneity of opinion in his reviews, especially in his discussions of
British and American poetry. His evaluative principles and judgments
were founded on his own poetic taste, a sensibility strongly influenced
by the writings of early nineteenth-century and Elizabethan poets as well
as informed by what he considered prudent—a kind of literary common
sense. And although he never wrote in a systematic way about what
constitutes good poetry, his reviews reveal that he had thought long and
deeply on that subject and that he had indeed developed a system of principles that enabled him to assess the achievement of an author. Often, a
book served as a springboard for Simms to elaborate on these principles.
This article delineates Simms’s assessment criteria in some of his most
prominent critical writings on poetry, revealing the underlying systematic
and ideological pattern of his poetic stance.
It is almost impossible to compile a complete catalogue of
Simms’s critical writings since he left nearly all of his reviews unsigned.
Some estimates suggest that he commented on about two thousand
volumes in his lifetime. They chiefly appeared in the periodicals he
edited—the Magnolia or the Southern Quarterly Review—or in the
review sections of the Charleston Courier or Mercury (Kibler, “William
Gilmore Simms” 336). Some of the reviews appear to have been written
in haste and under the pressure of a deadline, due to their heavy padding
with quotations. Most of them, however, demonstrate Simms’s ability
to understand and evaluate the author’s core intention and to assess the
quality of the piece in his characteristically expressive and bold style.
Simms felt that the starting point for a good reviewer should be
a fair and unprejudiced attitude towards the author and his work. Any
hint of partiality would ultimately render a review useless and undermine
its main purpose as an educational piece. Therefore, Simms aimed at a
just assessment of the work and made an effort to ignore the reputation
of the author. Instead of following the crowd in its veneration or dislike,
73
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he strove to see a work objectively, for himself, impartiality being the
most important requisite of a critic in his opinion (Guilds 31). His goal
was to create an intellectually stimulating atmosphere which would recognize and support good writing and eventually heighten and strengthen
the reader’s appreciation of literature. He considered this necessary for
the intellectual health of his nation and propounded this as the practical
usefulness of poetry.
In honestly and vigorously stating his personal beliefs about
poets and poetry in literary journals and newspapers, Simms hoped to
contribute to the advance of American, and especially Southern, belle
lettres. He firmly believed that the emergence of a rich native literature
was “essential to national patriotism” and “to the independence of the
national mind” (“Letter I” 3). He also saw that any dependence on foreign literatures, and especially the intellectual and cultural “bondage” to
Great Britain, was ultimately harmful to his nation’s public and social
interests and its mental and moral character. Thus, in all his critical writings, Simms endeavored to contribute to the formation and the consolidation of a distinct national character away from what he perceived as
mostly imitative and unoriginal writings (“Letter II” 69). His writings
reveal that he saw himself as an educator of the people: he contended
that the literature of a nation “is essential to the utilitarian necessities of a
race” by lifting society from mere materialism into a morally and spiritually refined state (“Literary Prospects of the South” 198).
Although his anger at English intellectual dominance became
marked at times, Simms never unjustly minimized the achievements of
English writers or downplayed the shortcomings of American authors
despite his passionate advocacy of an authentic American literature.
Instead, he furiously disparaged his fellow critics who, in his opinion,
fawningly and thoughtlessly adopted British metrics of good writing and
assessed every American literary product against an assumed European
original. More damningly, he deplored such critics for their role in forestalling the emergence of a distinctly American critical culture, preventing American intellectualism from developing native roots.
However, having to admit that his home country still lacked
“unmodeled productions of native genius” (“Letter II” 69), Simms
himself often had to return to the old British masters in his reviews
of American authors. He also tended to be a sharp judge of younger
American poets and throughout his life emphasized the importance of
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long and strenuous labor to perfect one’s style and means of expression:
his review of the poems by “Semlan” in 1854, for example, mercilessly
skewers the defects of the young poet’s verses (“Art. X” 522).
Several of Simms’s reviews of American poets are especially apt
demonstrations of his critical beliefs and qualities. In 1854, in a short
article on the American poet W. C. Hosmer, Simms praised Hosmer’s
“smooth, spirited and fanciful” verse, but chided him for being largely
imitative of Sir Walter Scott’s border romances and for not daring to
develop his own style (“Art. XII” 265). In another review in the same
issue of Southern Quarterly Review, Simms compared the poetry of
the Bostonian publisher James T. Fields to that of the British poet and
publisher Edward Moxon. He deemed both of them contemplative and
graceful poets, but bemoaned the fact that neither were especially brave,
ambitious or inventive (“Art. XII” 236-238). The same was true for the
contemplative poetry of the Reverend Ralph Hoyt, who earned Simms’s
praise for his ability to “lull you into a musing mood” and for his “calm,
gentle and decorous” verse, but who nonetheless failed to rouse any
excitement.
Simms’s preference for more bold and energetic poetry becomes
obvious in his admiration for the work of young South Carolinian
Robert P. Hall, whose only faults were a lack of refinement and stylistic
polish (“Art. XI” 226-27, 229). He admired the “charming” poetry of
Longfellow, whom in September 1850 he called a poet almost without
peer in the United States, due to the fact that Longfellow’s verse possessed exactly the right measure of morality, fancy, and thoughtfulness
(“Art. X” 255). Yet Simms still found Longfellow’s style unquestionably
imitative, his thinking mundane, and his style unimaginative. Worse, he
detested Longfellow’s abolitionist poems which he found “gross and
coarse” and full of “brutalities and falsehoods” (“Art. X” 225-26). Given
Simms’s outspoken defense of the South and slavery, one might expect
this sort of evaluation. However, this also highlights the overwhelmingly positive assessment Simms accorded Longfellow in general, rightly
esteeming his worth as a national poet despite his New England origins
and sectional bias.
Clearly, Simms was a careful critic. He not only took into consideration a poet’s mastery of the language—the delicacy of expression, the
easiness, energy and beauty of style—but he also attempted to determine
the success of the choice of subject matter, the poet’s descriptive and
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imaginative powers, and the emotional and intellectual depth of a poem
as well as its honesty and moral value. Simms was well aware of the fact
that a judicious and well-founded discernment of these factors depended
on a wide and deep knowledge of poetry and on the reviewer’s emotional
empathy with the author (Letters 1:157). However, when he reviewed a
work from a Southern author, he tended to exult in the mere existence of
the work, a reflection of his belief in the importance of the establishment
of a specific regional literature. In his “Southern Poets and Poetry,” for
example, he briefly reviews two recent volumes of Southern poetry and
then goes on to elaborately praise the emergence of a native literature.
Likewise, Simms praised the poetry of Henry Rootes Jackson,
whose description of Georgian natural scenery strove “to do honour to
the region of his birth,” as Simms put it, and revealed his ability to successfully merge the patriotic with the poetical (“Art. IX” 262). Although
he found several of Jackson’s poems stylistically defective—he complained, for instance, about Jackson’s habit of using the words “thee”
and “you” in the same stanza—he discerned the features of good poetry
in almost all of the pieces. According to Simms, “grace, freedom, boldness and spirit” were abundantly present in Jackson’s “The Live Oak,” a
poem about rootedness to place and Southern patriotism (“Art. IX” 260).
These were exactly the features of good poetry that Simms sought, and
they earned his highest praise here: “The genius of Mr. Jackson, as in the
case of the true genius always, is true to home” (“Art. IX” 262).
Simms’s determination to disregard the reputation of a poet
became especially marked when looking at his reviews of female poets,
both American and British. In Simms’s opinion, as he wrote in 1854, the
famous British poet Caroline Norton lacked ambition, inventiveness and
variation (“Art. X” 512). He deprecated Frances Sargent Osgood’s poetry
despite her rank as one of the most popular female American poets of her
time, finding fault with her superficial “pratling,” her “outgushes of an
exuberant spirit, inspired by a girlish fancy” and her lack of deep thought
(“Art. XI” 262). The equally popular Phoebe Cary received a chiding
for what Simms perceived to be unpolished and unfinished verses that
were not yet ready for publication. In a relatively detailed commentary
on Cary’s writing from 1854, Simms draws his reader’s attention to her
grammatical errors and her marked preoccupation with death, which
renders her poems monotonous. His review on Cary then turns into one
of the instances in which Simms lengthily remarks on the duty of earnest
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poets to acquire and perfect the technicalities of writing before publishing their works (“Art. XII” 245).
According to Simms, the same lack of finish holds true for the
poetry of Sarah Clark, or Grace Greenwood, whose popularity he felt
did not yet stand on entirely secure footing. Although he thought that
Greenwood’s poems displayed “a lively fancy and a certain degree of
masculine energy in utterance and conception,” he found her lacking in
finish, ease, and refinement of thought (“Art. X” 554). His most severe
criticisms, however, were directed at Estelle Anna Lewis and Anne
Whitney. Lewis’s “Child of the Sea” earned Simms’s caustic remark in
1849 that he felt completely unaffected by it and that it was “a dead level,
of regular flat versification, commonplace thoughts and fancies and stories told a thousand times, and in much better style” (“Art. XII” 246-47).1
In a long review of Whitney’s Poems, Simms practically destroyed the
Massachusetts-born poet, finding fault with her Boston transcendentalism, her obscure, circuitous, and purposefully vague diction, and her sentimental and shallow imitations of Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s verses
(“Our Literary Docket” 1).
As these examples show, Simms seemed to be more sharply critical in his reviews of female authors and even tended to adopt a rather
condescending tone when discussing their works. A lack of empathy may
be the root of Simms’s biting comments. He declared in the article on
Whitney’s poetry that it was easy for a reviewer to misunderstand women
writers, especially since the majority of the public readership would “not
read their verses or desire much communion with themselves” (“Our
Literary Docket” 1). Although these lines were written with ironic exaggeration, it could be inferred from them that Simms considered the poet’s
occupation to be mainly a male one. Moreover, he repeatedly states that
he misses originality, plainness, and boldness—what he calls “masculine
daring”—in these female writers’ productions. Earnestness, frankness,
“a proper simplicity,” and a measured sensuality were more to his taste
than what he often perceived to be affected mysticism and extravagant
outbursts of feeling (“Our Literary Docket” 1). Thus he advised aspiring young writers, especially women, to avoid the complex and at times
obscure Brownings and other linguistically extravagant poets such as
Alexander Smith, Owen Meredith, Sydney Dobell, or even Alfred Lord
Tennyson. Instead, they should begin their poetical endeavors by emulating writers like Wordsworth, Pope, Dryden, Cowper, Burns, Shakespeare,
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and Milton. In a letter to Charles Warren Stoddard, Simms advises the
young poet to “study Tennyson less, and the earlier masters more,” urging him to go back to Milton, Shakespeare, and Dryden (Letters 4:616).
His choice of masters was based on what he felt was most needed: in a
similar letter, he recommends Milton to the aspiring poet Alfred B. Street
(Letters 2:156).
Simms’s thoughtful comments on the achievements of British
poets are numerous and pervade the entire body of his criticism. In his
poem “Heads of the Poets,” Simms included verses on most of the British
poets he held in high esteem, including Chaucer, Shakespeare, Spenser,
Milton, Burns, Scott, Byron, Shelley, Tennyson, the Brownings, Horne,
Bailey, Taylor, and Campbell. He considered the generation of early nineteenth century poets such as Byron, Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Southey
among the greatest masters of all time and at one point refers to them as
“the high priests of British literature.” He felt that they incorporated all
the “great characteristics of the English nation—inflexibility, intensity,
—the stately and the passionate—the thoughtful, the contemplative and
spiritual” (Views, 2nd ser. 173).
Still, he clearly considered the earlier poets—such as Shakespeare,
the singer of a “universal song”; Chaucer, who established “England’s
tongue” as a poetical language; and the prophetic Milton, with his “godlike voice”—to be unmatched in their literary achievements (“Heads of
the Poets” 155). Milton especially earned his greatest encomia, noting in
a review of a new edition of Paradise Lost that Milton was one of the
few “who sit on the topmost height of epic song, in almost unapproachable supremacy” (“Art. VIII” 277). Even Wordsworth, with his voice
of “purest thought in sweetest music” (“Heads of the Poets” 159) and
his “sublime speculations, and pure, profound musings” (“Art. X” 487)
ranked below the old masters. The younger Simms had been strongly
influenced by Byron, yet as he grew older, he preferred the contemplative Wordsworth. As he put it: “From 15 to 40 a man of blood enjoys
Byron & Moore. After that he asks for the food of thought, and not of
passion” (Letters 4:443). It was an idea he elaborated on in Poetry and
the Practical:
For young hearts, there is the earnest and amorous Burns,
and the passionate Byron. For the universal heart there is
Shakspeare [sic]; Homer lights the fires of war and persuades to Fame; Wordsworth beguiles the soberer mood
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to contemplation; Milton and Danté wing the soul for
heaven, with all the ardour of divine enthusiasm. (91)
Simms referred to Byron’s passion and impulsiveness in a number of
letters and reviews, and seemed to consider him the personification of
enthusiastic and powerful poetry. However, Byron’s self-pity and lack of
restraint formed the most considerable flaw for Simms: “every breathing
of Lord Byron’s egotism and passion—his vain pride—his intense kindlings—his stubborn resolution to do right because his enemies censure
his doing wrong—declare the genuine English character” (Views, 1st ser.
39). Simms admired Byron’s “bull-dog powers of endurance” and his
“boldness of aim,” but deprecated his “stubborn consistency in error”
that derived from false pride and selfishness. In Poetry and the Practical,
Simms calls Byron an unconscious moral teacher. His “prolonged cry
of torture” is, according to Simms, “that of a struggling soul, harnessed
by a Demon, and writhing, and raging, to break away and escape to
holier and happier pastures” (23). Simms saw in Robert Burns a similar
“capricious” master, a “man of pride and sorrows, weak yet strong,” a
“melancholy conqueror” of art who could not master his own “irregular
soul.” In contrast to the flawed Burns and Byron, Sir Walter Scott did not
possess any personal defects. His poetry was Homeric in its “rush” and
“strife” of action, but confined to a “trumpet lay of chivalry and pride”
(“Heads of the Poets” 157-58). His merit consisted of his grand ability
to unite the epic and the ballad, as he did in Lady of the Lake and other
verse romances (Views, 1st ser. 96).
Simms called Wordsworth “probably the greatest contemplative poet that has ever lived,” which may not be an altogether unstained
compliment. “The contemplative writer,” Simms remarks, “is usually a
phlegmatic in temperament” and lacks the ability to arouse enthusiasm or
intense emotions in his readers the way Byron and Scott did (Views, 1st
ser. 37). These writers possessed “great personal courage and character”
and “appeal to the blood and brain in common,” according to Simms.
Their poetry became the song of a whole nation and also part of their
readers’ own nature. In contrast to this, Wordsworth’s poetry tended to
be colder, more moralizing and merely didactic at times, and failed to
win Simms’s unqualified praise. Nevertheless, he admired Wordsworth
for his hermit-like seclusion from the world and the total dedication of
his life to writing poetry (“Art. X” 246-47). He considered Wordsworth’s
Prelude one of the poet’s most important works, praising its “earnest
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sweetness,” “grave delicacy,” and “philosophical simplicity” (“Art. XI”
540), and described his “Lucy Poems” as his most beautiful achievements—an assessment very much in line with critical opinion today.
For Simms, Wordsworth’s most remarkable strength lay in his
descriptions of scenery that he then associated with the moral, linking the
internal with the external. He did not think Wordsworth a deeply philosophical poet: although he deemed him thoughtful, Simms found that
“his reflections are not the results of laborious reasoning, but the suggestions of a meditative genius.” Compared to Wordsworth, Coleridge had
“a richer and more inventive mind, a larger range of knowledge, quicker
affections, and a more fiery enthusiasm.” Still, Wordsworth had left more
literary monuments to document his genius, and Simms rightly predicted
that it would be many years before a successor would combine so many
excellent qualities in his work (“Art. I” 19, 23).
When comparing English poet-laureate Robert Southey to
Wordsworth or Coleridge, Simms found Southey to be the lesser poet,
both in beauty and in elevation of thought (“Art. I” 23). Worse, Simms
viewed Southey’s conservative partisanship a grave “error of his judgment.” Still, in a late review in the Charleston Courier, Simms honored
Southey for his truthfulness, moral steadfastness, and poetic mastery,
although he conceded that Southey’s “grand and grotesque creations”
would have been more appreciated by the public had he not faced the
competition of Byron, Scott, Wordsworth, and Keats during his life
(“Robert Southey’s Works” 2).2 Simms considered William Cowper an
equally gifted poet, but ranked him below Wordsworth, since he considered his poetry to be merely moral. He liked Cowper for his imaginative faculty, his mental independence, as well as for his humor, and he
deplored that his achievements were underrated by English and American
critics. It was furthermore Cowper’s destiny to begin “a very great literary revolution,” namely saving English poetry from “the sway of French
taste and authority in letters” (“Art. X” 535) so prevalent at the beginning of Cowper’s career. In striking against this “false and meretricious
school, borrowed from France and Italy” (“Art. XII” 260), Cowper paved
the way for Wordsworth, in Simms’s view, who would then determine the
school of early nineteenth century poetry.
Another ground-breaking poet to Simms was Alexander Pope.
In a review of a new edition of Pope’s poetry, Simms remarked that he
found him lacking in spiritual or intensely emotional matters, but he
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admitted that he found Pope’s work so witty, tasteful, morally excellent,
and humorous, that he did not miss the spiritual. Simms appreciated Pope
for “his strong common sense” and his knowledgeable and realistic portrayal of human beings (“Art. XII” 249), both elements that were basic
to Simms’s own understanding of writing by 1854.
In 1850 Simms wrote that Alfred Lord Tennyson and Sir
Henry Taylor were to be considered the best of the English poets since
Wordsworth’s death. He found that Tennyson united Shelley’s spiritual
endowments and Wordsworth’s contemplativeness, showing, however,
more passion and enthusiasm than Wordsworth in his verse. Tennyson
was clearly a disciple of Wordsworth’s “noble theory” of verse, having
inherited his mental discipline and philosophy from the earlier poet (“Art.
I” 21). Still, Simms thought that Tennyson’s masterpiece In Memoriam
was rather monotonous in meter, structure, and topic, despite containing
“a considerable proportion of excellent verse; sweet fancies and subdued
thoughts” (“Art. XI” 535). The works of the less popular Taylor were
neither dazzling nor intoxicating, but Simms liked them for their correctness, chastity and spiritual elevation.3
Also in 1850, Simms praised Robert Browning’s poems for their
thoughtfulness, subtlety, and ingenuity, calling him one of the as-yetunacknowledged master minds of Europe. He found that Browning was
an artist with “peculiar and curious powers” whose only barrier to more
popular esteem was his obscure, halting, and rough means of expression
(“Art. X” 256-57). He expected Browning to cease experimenting with
rhythm and diction and to refine his powers of expression. However,
when he saw nine years later that Browning had not aspired to become a
more conventional poet, Simms deemed him “a monster of conceit and
affectation” and deplored that his wife Elizabeth followed him in his
“errantries” after they had married (“Our Literary Docket” 1). An equally
“erratic” author was the “changeling” Shelley, whose spiritual qualities
and “vague minstrelsies of foreign births” Simms held in high esteem,
although he found it difficult to identify with him (“Heads of the Poets”
159). He liked Keats better and deplored his untimely death (Parks 51).
Simms’s commentaries on various English-speaking authors
makes it possible to extrapolate his stance on what the function and value
of poetry should be. He remarks in one of his letters that he regards poetry “as the profoundest of human philosophies,” it being “the mysterious
voice of the deeper nature lying in the heart, or in the depths of the great
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nature spreading about and above us” (Letters 3:275). Only in poetry
could one express one’s thoughts and imagination fully and thereby
achieve a higher understanding of the world and consequently of oneself. He detested poetry that was written only as an elegant pastime and
offered nothing but hackneyed commonplaces. Instead, the poet’s task
was to enlighten and educate the world and to provide the “wing” that
would lift consciousness “above the world” (Letters 4:454). But Simms
provides his most eloquent and ringing endorsement of what constitutes a
poet in his essay on Southern literature, where he explains that “The true
poet is a good, as well as a great man. His humanity, as well as his genius
is catholic. The sources of his poetic inspirations well up from the deepest fountains of philosophy …. He is a thinker, a seeker, a discoverer, a
creator! (“Letter II” 72).
Early in his life, Simms had aligned himself with the philosophies
of the British Romantics such as Byron, Coleridge and Wordsworth, and
he was to keep this essentially British Romantic view of poetry for the
rest of his career. However, he abhorred sentimentality for its own sake
and never cherished writings that did not impart a deeper message to
enlighten the reader. His vehement call for plain, bold, outspoken, vital,
and unembellished verse shows his taste for a more realistic and downto-earth poetic style (“A Letter” 378). Still, for Simms, realistic honesty
in description and sentiment was ideally coupled with a Romantic longing for history, tradition, rootedness, and a fervent appreciation of the
beauties of nature. The ideal in poetry thus helped to compensate for
the dangers of the real; lofty sentiments kept the meaner part of a person in check (Poetry 97). Unfortunately, Simms found American poets
especially wanting in profundity and elevated thoughts: “Our American
poets are too easily satisfied with a little play of fancy as the substitute
of Thought …. To think & feel in poetry is the true secret of the voice in
poetry” (Letters 4:616).
According to Simms, the struggles of American writers to emulate the literary achievements of other nations was a first step in the
erection of a genius loci, “the only genius that makes place holy, and
preserves it from degradation and decay” (Views, 1st ser. 100). Although
he saw that the Southern genius loci was still in its infancy, he hoped in
1848 for a healthy proliferation of its powers and its future consolidation
among the world’s literatures. In line with Coleridge and Wordsworth, he
felt that the best poetry for him portrayed the individual self that gained
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inspiration and enlightenment from nature. Thus he wrote in Poetry and
the Practical that “the Poet is the High Priest of Nature, and at the altar
of Human sensibilities” (89). Nature symbolized oneness, safety and
belonging for Simms, as Kibler observes (“Introduction” xviii), and he
did not share an enthusiasm for the experimental, obscure, or fragmented
verses professed (or demonstrated) by some of the authors he reviewed.
Simms was consistent. He held firm in his beliefs and chided
other poets for their transgressions. Every overstepping of those bounds
he deemed the consequence of hedonistic, overambitious, or artificial
thought—all related to what James Kibler has identified as Simms’s
prescient aversion towards what would be called “modernity” (“Simms’s
Prophetic Muse”). Freedom, spontaneity, and imagination in poetry
should always go hand in hand with a clear spiritual philosophy, and
Simms was unwilling to praise poetry he found “defective” in this
respect. His primary goal in his reviews was to educate and encourage
aspiring writers to become aware of the universal truths around them and
to appreciate the importance—and potential—of the familiar and local.
Ultimately, for Simms, the purpose of poetry is to elevate us
above what he considered the corrupting influences of materialism and
empiricism, and to help us understand the invisible truths of existence.
As one of the most influential literary critics of his day, Simms demonstrated a remarkable consistency, judiciousness, accuracy, and foresight,
and most of his assessments of British and American authors are in tune
with modern critical opinion. Simms’s puissant and discriminating judgments, especially as they relate to the establishment and consolidation of
a specifically American and uniquely Southern literature, are central to
our understanding of the antebellum literary world.
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Notes
1. Compare to Edgar Allan Poe’s enthusiastic praise of “Child of the Sea” first
published in the Southern Literary Messenger in 1848 (Poe 242-49).
2. Further commentaries on Southey’s works appear in the Southern Quarterly
Review of October 1849 (268), April 1850 (237), and April 1851 (553). In Poetry
and the Practical, Simms admires Southey’s impressive industriousness and
omnivorous literary taste (94).
3. See “Article X” of the Southern Quarterly Review of July, 1849 for a lengthy
assessment of Taylor’s Artevelde. Simms concludes that Taylor combines all the
traits of the earlier poets—Byron’s passion, Shelley’s spiritualism, Scott’s action,
Wordsworth’s contemplativeness, and so on—in his poetry. However, the truly
original is absent in Taylor’s verses.
4. Compare, for example, his review of Bryant’s translation of Homer where
Simms praises Bryant’s use of direct, comprehensive, and condensed language
and disparages earlier translators such as Tennyson and Cowper for their stiffness
or vague style (“Our Book Table” 2). Elsewhere he states: “Directness of aim
and concentration of Thought do not necessarily imply the literal, and these, with
Imagination and Fancy, as a decorative quality, are the whole source of power in
poetry, & so of permanent reputation. Poetry is wingéd thought. Such, we find
in Homer, Aeschylus, Milton, Dante, Shakspeare [sic], & other great masters of
the Past” (Letters 4:616). Simms echoes Coleridge in defining poetry as “wingéd
thought.”
5. For a more detailed account of Simms’s prescient aversion toward what would
be called “modernity,” see Kibler’s “Simms’s Prophetic Muse.”
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“Cash is Conqueror”: The Critique of Capitalism
in Simms’s “The Western Emigrants”
and “Sonnet—The Age of Gold”
Corey Don Mingura
To many of his readers, Simms’s distaste for the excessive
materialistic pursuit of wealth is no secret. His unflattering portrayal of
the materialist in his poem “Sonnet—The Age of Gold” and his outright
condemnation of materialism in his Poetry and the Practical are just two
powerful examples of the author’s palpable disdain for the unbridled pursuit of wealth. In other works, however, Simms’s criticism is less obvious. On the surface, Simms’s poem “The Western Emigrants” appears
to be merely a tale of a naïve individual’s journey from his homeland of
South Carolina to Mississippi in search of riches. In this work, Simms
details a critique of capitalism, just as he does in “Sonnet—The Age of
Gold” and Poetry and the Practical, although here that critique is more
subtle, mostly beneath the surface of the poem. Simms lived in an era
defined by capitalism, in a still expanding country whose youth and circumstances made industry and the acquisition of liquid capital top priorities. The once-dominant agrarian economic system in the South was soon
to be eclipsed by a North and a West defined by these new priorities. A
true agrarian, Simms sought to defend that culture, both its time-honored
agricultural practices as well as those who practiced them. There is a
bluntness to Simms’s criticisms in “Sonnet—The Age of Gold” that contrasts with the more subtle critique he offers in “The Western Emigrants.”
There Simms uses the power of poetry to expose the vicious realities of
capitalism by conveying the dehumanization of both the Choctaw Nation
and poor white farmers in nineteenth-century Mississippi. Together, these
poems provide a compelling critique of unchecked capitalism that merits
modern critical attention.
Simms viewed capitalists as the complete opposite of agrarians, or people who strive to improve the economic status of the farmer.
In Simms’s view, the agrarian was content with the rustic wealth that
grew from the earth, whereas capitalists cared only for monetary
wealth—a difference that created a clash in the antebellum South, especially in Mississippi. In addition, Simms viewed capitalists as not merely
87
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greedy—seen in “The Western Emigrants” by the patriarch’s desire for
gain—but also as utterly inhumane. Capitalistic practice—what Simms
viewed as the unnecessary pursuit of monetary wealth—threatened the
lives of thousands of planters in antebellum Mississippi. A major group
of those threatened was the Choctaw Nation.
In the poem, the patriarch of a family is leaving his native home
of South Carolina for the “Golden stores they promise him” in Mississippi
(41-42). The Choctaws were prominent in Mississippi prior to the 1820s,
and they were largely an agrarian people. Their love of agriculture deeply
contrasted with the capitalist’s love of liquid capital. According to Angie
Debo’s Rise and Fall of the Choctaw Republic, the Choctaws “were primarily an agricultural people, raising corn, beans, pumpkins, and melons
in the little plots by their cabins” (10).1 American politicians were eager
to capitalize on the tribe’s fertile lands. Andrew Jackson believed that
the Indian population “occupied more land than they actually needed”
and stated “that [e]xcessive landowning only foments wars with white
men” (qtd. in Remini 326).2 His plan to eliminate the Choctaws from
Mississippi began in 1820 with their gradual removal to Oklahoma.
This barbaric plan was made possible by the Treaty of Doak’s Stand
and continued in 1830 with the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek, which
stipulated that half of the Choctaw tribe “shall depart [Mississippi] during the fall of 1831 and 1832,” with the “residue” following during the
fall of 1833—three years before Simms completed the “The Western
Emigrants” (1830 Treaty).3
This massive, forced emigration must have affected the author.
Certainly, Simms was familiar with the principals and the setting. His
father owned a plantation near Columbia, Mississippi, and on one of his
trips there, Simms crossed paths with the Choctaw Nation and spent time
with the group, incorporating aspects of what he learned from their culture into early works such as “Indian Sketch” and “I was a wanderer long
….” During that time, Simms likely learned of the forced emigration.
In a letter he sent from his 1826 visit, one year after the 1825 Treaty of
Doak’s Stand, Simms voices his “disgust with greed and materialism on
the [Mississippi] frontier” (qtd. in Guilds 20). In a letter he sent to Henry
Rowe Schoolcraft in 1851 he even more strongly phrases his compassion, not only for the Choctaws but for the entire Native American race
and their plight: “An early and strong sympathy with the Red Men, in
moral and literary points of view, have rendered me in some degree a fit
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person to insist upon their original claims and upon what is still due them
by our race” (Early and Strong 114).
A look at Simms’s other writings that focus on the Choctaws
reveals his deep understanding of the plight of the Native American
people, illuminating the connection between this empathy and the situation depicted in “The Western Emigrants.” In “Indian Sketch,” Simms
stresses the injustice of the Choctaw removal from their native lands:
The glory of the Indians (as they were) is the hunt and the
battle field; and in robbing them of the extent of country sufficient for the one pursuit, and exercising such a
powerful restraint upon them, as a ready and well-armed
frontier, in the other, we seem to have robbed them of all
of that pride, love of adventure and warlike enthusiasm,
which is the only romance, the North American Indian
ever had in his character. (126-27)
Close examination of Simms’s poem, “I was a wanderer long …,” shows
a direct connection between the Choctaw presence in the poem and the
hidden importance of Choctaw removal in “The Western Emigrants.”
In “I was a wanderer long …,” the speaker states that the Choctaw are
“melancholy men, / Who love the woods, their ancient fathers gave” (3940). Simms presents the Choctaws as a people who show great reverence
for the land, which has passed in their families from generation to generation. By contrast, the patriarch in “The Western Emigrants” does not
appear to love the woods of his native South Carolina as the Choctaws do
their lands. The contrast in the beliefs of the two groups—the patriarch’s
family and the Choctaws—is highlighted in “The Western Emigrants”:
for the home he leaves,
The grave he should have chosen, and the walks,
And well-known fitness of his ancient woods.
Self-exiled, in his age he hath gone forth
To the abodes of strangers,—seeking wealth
…………………………………………......
and in foreign clay
His branches will all wither. (44-48, 57-58)
Here the speaker states that the patriarch’s actions are clearly driven by
the pursuit of monetary wealth, which motivates the capitalist, rather
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than the love of nature, which motivates the agrarian. Instead of revering
the rustic wealth of his own ancient lands, as the agrarian Choctaws do
in “I was a wanderer long …,” he chooses to leave them for the promise
of capital. Presenting these alternate views from two different cultures
allows Simms to convey the irony of the Choctaw removal. As Simms
shows in “I was a wonderer long …,” Choctaws held their land in high
regard and did not wish to leave, yet they were driven from their lands
by the obsessive materialism of white settlers. On the other hand, the
patriarch in “The Western Emigrants” not only fails to respect his land,
he abandons it for crude monetary gain in Mississippi, exploiting lands
there that rightfully belong to the Choctaws. Simms points out the absurdity of the patriarch’s actions in the last lines of the poem:
				
’Tis to be [an exile]
In your own land—the native land whose soil
First gave you birth; whose air still nourishes,—
……………………………………………….
and whose breast sustains,—
A stranger—hopeless of the faded hours,
And reckless of the future;—a lone tree
To which no tendril clings—whose desolate boughs
Are scathed by angry winters, and bereft
Of the green leaves that cherish and adorn.
(80, 87-88, 90-95)
The meaning of the passage is clear. By leaving his homeland to become
a stranger in Mississippi, the patriarch himself is freeing his own ancient
lands to be overrun by strangers to South Carolina. Just as the Choctaws’
birth-given lands were being overtaken by white settlers, the patriarch’s
land will also be ravaged in a just comeuppance for his greed.
In addition to decrying the great injustice of the Choctaw removal itself, Simms presents yet another injustice directly motivated by the
removal: the rise of corrupt capitalism and materialism in Mississippi.
Once the Choctaw land covered by the 1820 and 1830 treaties had been
ceded to the United States, Andrew Jackson wrote to newly elected
president James Monroe that “the sooner this country is brought into
the market the better” (qtd. in Remini 331). To Secretary of War George
Graham Jackson wrote that “Nothing can promote the welfare of the
United States … so much as bringing into market, at an early day, the
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whole of this fertile country’” (qtd. in Remini 331). The end result was
the massive influx of white settlers and prospectors—including Simms’s
imaginary patriarch in “The Western Emigrants”—onto Mississippi land,
eager to exploit its fertile soil.4
With this surge of farmers and settlers also came greedy businessmen ready to exploit the farmers’ desire to work, echoing Simms’s
belief—expressed in Poetry and the Practical—that capitalists “use
profitably for themselves, the performances of the others” (Poetry 83).
In “Farmers without Land: The Plight of White Tenant Farmers,” Charles
C. Bolton notes that many of those who emigrated to Mississippi did not
“have the funds to purchase a farm” and were therefore forced to work as
tenant farmers. Essentially sharecroppers, these poor tenant farmers held
a position that, although commonly associated with the post-Civil War
South, was common in antebellum Mississippi.
Bolton also states that many of these farmers had to “deal with
landlords who were primarily concerned with making profits rather than
helping [the] struggling farmers ….” Often, tenant farmers were tricked
into working for merely their food; all of their potential profits ended
in the hands of the landlords, who, despite their place at the top of the
agrarian pyramid, were nonetheless closely associated with capitalism.5
Thus agriculture was transformed from a family-centered practice into a
full-scale capitalistic enterprise.
Simms understood the exploitation of the farmers. In his lecture
“The Ages of Gold and Iron,” Simms states that the farmer “was more
profitable as a victim. The grain was no sooner ripened [when] the warlike tribes descended … and gathered their harvests with the sword” (13).
A planter himself, Simms staunchly defended agriculture as a practice
that was not only necessary but divine. His quasi-religious view of agriculture is most striking in “The Ages of Gold and Iron”:
God, himself, was the great first planter. He wrote
its laws, visibly, in the brightest, and loveliest, and
most intelligible characters everywhere, upon the broad
bosom of the liberal earth: in greenest leaves, in delicate
fruits, in beguiling and balmy flowers …. Thus did the
Almighty Planter dedicate the great plantation. (12-13)
The shift of agriculture from its former place as a treasured family
endeavor to a corrupt capitalistic enterprise no doubt infuriated Simms.
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In his view, this transition defiled the divinity of agriculture by transforming it into a practice driven solely by monetary gain. We can hear his
anger in “The Western Immigrants”: “[He goes] seeking wealth— / Not
wealth, but money! Heavens! what wealth we give, / Daily for money!”
(48-50). Here Simms clearly distinguishes between the monetary wealth
that capitalists crave and the spiritual wealth that agrarians enjoy. Simms
also conveys the idea that materialistic desires have transformed planters
and farmers in Mississippi into individuals who care not for their lands or
families, but only for capital and monetary wealth. As John Guilds points
out in his biography, Simms’s own father pleaded with him to come to
Mississippi, stating, “I will guarantee you a fortune” (18). Instead, the
young Simms—like the speaker in “The Western Immigrants” and unlike
the patriarch he describes—preferred the spiritual wealth of his native
South Carolina.
In Poetry and the Practical, Simms condemns the materialist
mindset:
[E]xcept in mere matters of business, [the mind] is tabula rasa—a mere blank, upon which Faith, Love, Charity,
Beauty, Taste, Genius, Art, Society—writes no records.
These are all childish things. They are unprofitable. He
has but one taste—the one passion—from which nothing
can divert him. (77)
The passion Simms refers to here is, of course, the passion for the
American dollar.
In “Sonnet—The Age of Gold,” Simms presents the capitalist
as a man who epitomizes this materialistic desire for capital, a portrait
which shares many similarities with that of the patriarch in “The Western
Emigrants.” In his introduction to Poetry and the Practical, James Kibler
details Simms’s belief that “the materialist dealt only with the surface,
the selfish, the temporary, and the time bound” (xii). Simms describes
the materialist as extremely superficial, perhaps to emphasize the superficiality of capitalism itself. In the poem, Simms declares the materialist
a “worldling” who “shakes His money bags, and cries—‘My strength
is here; / O’erthrows my enemy, his empire takes, / And makes the ally
serve, the alien fear!” (5-8). Just as the man in “Sonnet—The Age of
Gold” rattles his purse to display his love of riches over all else, the patriarch in “The Western Emigrants” displays his desire for monetary gain
over the simpler but more profound rewards of South Carolina by leaving
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for riches in Mississippi—even if they are not guaranteed. By portraying both characters as superficial—even if the patriarch is less extremely
superficial—Simms successfully stresses his belief that capitalists are
superficial individuals with souls that are “poor shriveled, naked and
empty-handed” (Poetry 87).
“Sonnet—The of Gold” presents the capitalist as one who “[overthrows his] enemy” and “[takes] his empire” (7). This echoes Simms’s
belief—stressed in his lecture “The Ages of Gold and Iron”—that agriculture and its planters were the enemies of capitalists and were being
trampled and dominated by capitalism. As Simms elaborates, “vainly did
the farmer strike to defend his possessions,” and thus his empire was easily taken (14).
Simms’s assertion in line 8 of “Sonnet” that capital “makes the
ally serve” has a striking connection with the removal of the Choctaw
tribe from Mississippi. By stating that an Indian presence “might halt or
slow the physical and economic progress of America along the frontier,”
Andrew Jackson gained several allies in the fight for Choctaw relocation
(Remini 106). Jackson cleverly played on the white public’s fear when
he made the Choctaw presence in Mississippi a question of economic
prosperity—and subsequently of capitalistic prosperity. By appealing to
the materialist desires of the capitalists, he was able to succeed in the
unjust and dehumanizing process of the Choctaw removal, thereby gaining several allies. Judging by the treaties that followed Jackson’s efforts,
capital—as Simms stated—did indeed make his allies serve.
In Poetry and the Practical, Simms speaks of the desire for
capitalistic gain:
The … passion, which, in Society, whets cunning, sharpens avarice, prompts strife and fraud, and a gnawing
hunger for a neighbour’s gains, is, in the case of nations,
the mother of war! … The arts, the liberal exercises that
delight in peace, are the only corrections of this insane
appetite …. (9)
“The Western Emigrants” and “Sonnet—The Age of Gold” are two key
examples of Simms’s attempt to correct grave injustices. Whether it
was the horrific removal of the Choctaw tribe, the circumscription of
agriculture by capitalistic enterprise, or the excessive and unwarranted
greed of capitalism itself, Simms was intent on amending what he saw
as the grave errors of a world where “cash is conqueror” (9). To expose
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the vicious truth of capitalism, Simms deployed imaginative writing—a
use entirely in keeping with his belief, as he states in Poetry and the
Practical, that “I regard fiction … as embodying the largest amount of
truth” (67), an assertion that echoes Plato’s remark that “Poetry comes
nearer to vital truth than history.” As James Kibler has noted, Simms
believed “the poet stood centrally in society as its best friend and guide”
and who reinforced “the highest truths of nature” (xii). With these two
poems, Simms exemplified both of these ideals.

Notes
1. Dego also states that corn was so important in “[the Choctaw’s] economic life
that they invented legends to account for its origin” (10).
2. Although Jackson was not the President at the time, he was a powerful
negotiator in land retrieval.
3. The forced removal from Mississippi to Oklahoma Territory—in which many
Choctaws lost their lives—later became known as the Trail of Tears.
4. Article 3 of this treaty states that the United States will take “immediate
measures to survey and bring into market and sell [the land ceded in the Treaty
of Doak’s Stand, which amounted to 54 sections of land]” (1825 Treaty).
5. In the period between 1820 and 1840, the white population in Mississippi grew
from 42,176 to nearly 200,000—an increase of over 400% (Olsen 27).
6. In his article, Bolton illustrates the landlord’s greed by explaining a
sharecropping arrangement:
Treadwell [the landlord] provided Bridges [the tenant] with
land, livestock, and tools; the landlord also advanced Bridges
some food. Bridges grew corn and cotton, and at the end of the
year, he had to give Treadwell one-sixth of the corn he grew
and five-sixths of the cotton raised. From his share of the crop,
Bridges also had to pay Treadwell for the use of the livestock
and tools and for the food advanced. Obviously, Bridges
worked the entire year primarily for the food he needed to
live. He had no opportunity to make any money from this
arrangement and accumulate the capital that would allow him
to purchase his own farm.
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“A Forest of Sharp Bayonets at Your
Breast”: The Nature of Resistance
in “Notes from Bartram”
John D. Miller
Poetry and the Practical, William Gilmore Simms’s 1854 lectures on the role of the poet in modern life, is simultaneously as succinct and as comprehensive a philosophy of Romantic verse to appear
on either side of the antebellum Atlantic. Like his contemporary Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Simms celebrates the poet as a spiritual minister for the
modern era. “[T]he Poet is the High Priest of Nature, and at the altar of
Human sensibilities,” Simms announces in the series’ third lecture (89).
Like his predecessor William Wordsworth, Simms had faith in the efficacy of nature to revive a human soul calloused by a utilitarian age.1 The
poet could ameliorate the spiritually corrosive qualities of capitalism and
industrialism thanks to his or her ability to share with the public the “new
revelations of truth” discovered within nature (88). A poet’s “ordinary
tasks,” says Simms, are “commending to our regards the delicate, the
sweet and pure susceptibilities, of heart and soul, which our grovelling
cares are perpetually crowding out from sight” (89).
In contrast to Poetry and the Practical’s confident optimism in
the spiritual efficacy of Romanticism, Simms’s poetry acknowledges
that in fact there was a much more tenuous relationship between nature
and the poetic imagination. David Newton, for instance, has highlighted
a tension in parts of Simms’s oeuvre where the speakers of some poems
struggle to define and share nature’s “revelations of truth.” Newton
explains that for Simms, “poetry is a translative process as language
negotiates the movement from the silent intimations of the sublime,
through the sounds of nature, and finally into the words of the poet”
(33). A poem like “The Streamlet” (1829), for example, “recognizes that
there are differences between human language and the living language of
the natural world” (33). Assuming the role of “translator” meant he was
responsible for reconciling the differences between the environment’s
truths and values and mankind’s ability to comprehend these (33).
In addition to moments needing translation, there are also
instances in Simms’s work where nature refuses to even share its mean97
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ing with the poet. In effect, nature offers nothing to interpret. If frustrated,
Simms was not unaccustomed to this rejection, for his relationship to the
environment was equally practical and theoretical. The poet was an avid
outdoorsman, an ambitious and creative planter, and an attentive tourist
who traveled extensively through the frontier regions of the American
South. His anecdotes about hunting in ledgers such as “Personal and
Literary Memorials,” his essays on land use and agricultural science like
“The Good Farmer” (1841), and his accounts of rural travel in articles
such as “Notes of a Small Tourist” (1831) demonstrate a material awareness of the Southern landscape and its botany and wildlife.2 Simms’s
experience as a sportsman, farmer, and traveler taught him that the environment does not always acquiesce to human desire or accommodate
human attempts to manipulate it. Similar to the susceptibility of a hunter
to failure, a farmer to drought, and a traveler to delay, nature can foil the
efforts of poets to figuratively impose themselves upon on the environment, via language and its constitutive properties or by interpretation and
its intrinsic power of determination.
The “Notes from Bartram” series of poems reflects this equivocal
relationship between nature and poet. The ability of the latter to translate
the spiritual values of the environment is evident in a few of these poems,
but a much more frequent motif is a hermeneutical inconclusiveness as
a consequence of nature’s power to thwart Romantic interpretations of
itself. But this evidence of the environment’s ability to successfully contest its objectification and interpretation should not be construed as a sign
of the limitations of Simms’s Romanticism. Instead, the recurrent impotency of the poet-as-translator in “Notes from Bartram” marks Simms’s
acknowledgement of what eco-critics Rebecca Raglon and Maria
Scholtmeijer call the “strong narratives” of the environment—nature’s
ability to resist and elude the “human meaning-making exercises” associated with acts of representation and interpretation (252, 260). Rather than
suggesting a failure of imagination, the frustrated meanings of the poems
in “Notes from Bartram” reflect Simms’s recognition and representation
of the ultimate limit of nature’s ineffable sublimity—its potency reified
as a stubborn rebuff of articulation.
“Notes from Bartram” is composed of short poems in blank verse
based on William Bartram’s descriptions of animals, plants, locations, and
events in his Travels through North and South Carolina, Georgia, East
and West Florida (1791). Simms’s interest in the environment apparently
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contributed to his enthusiasm for the naturalist and travel writer, for he
made twenty-three pages’ worth of careful notes from Travels in a ledger after reading (or re-reading) it sometime around 1844, according to
James Kibler (Selected Poems 354). Some of these comments and observations are only brief references—“Pompous palms of Florida” or “The
Princely Fish Hawk”— to things that Bartram mentions in his text and
are occasionally accompanied by page numbers ostensibly corresponding
to Simms’s copy of Travels (“Personal and Literary Memorials”). Other
notes are lengthier, verbatim copies of Bartram, or written in verse. Of
the “prickly fan leaf palmetto,” for instance, Simms writes:
The dwarf palmetto waves,
Her leafy fan in the half drowsy shade,
Screened by the towering water oak or pine[.]
(“Personal and Literary Memorials”)
Simms expanded, revised, and published these notes as two
different groups of poems. Their first appearance was in the April and
May 1858 issues of Russell’s Magazine. Some of these poems were
then revised and new ones included in the 9 May 1867 Charleston Daily
Courier as part of Simms’s serialized travel narrative “Flights to Florida”
(Selected Poems 354-55).3 In his introduction to the poems in this later
series, Simms explains their genesis “twenty odd years ago”:
In making notes from Bartram, I have, almost insensibly,
been beguiled by his fancy into the exercise of my own.
I have made my notes mostly in a metrical form—in
blank verse—using his imagery and amplifying his suggestions with my own, the better to perfect his pictures.
(Selected Poems 356).
In focusing on Bartram’s ability to inspire him through the
power of expression, Simms contextualizes the scientist and travel writer
as a successful poet. Simms emphasizes these Romantic qualities of
Bartram’s prose to the Courier’s readers, explaining:
He was not merely a naturalist, but possessed of a decided fancy and enthusiasm, which perpetually lifted him
into the purple atmosphere of Poesy. He colored richly;
dipped his brushes in the rainbow, and borrowed wings
for vision from the imagination, which enabled him to
rise always above the clouds. (Selected Poems 356)
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This characterization of Bartram coincides with Simms’s own description of the properties every successful poet possessed: imagination,
fancy, and enthusiasm. Imagination was “the conceptive and creative”
capacity at the heart of a poet’s “special endowment,” Simms explained
in Poetry and the Practical (56). Its powers of discovery and invention
were responsible for a poet’s ability to conceive of and communicate the
environment’s aforementioned “revelations of truth” (88). Likewise, a
poet must have “fancy,” which Simms explained was the “colouring or
decorative property” of poetry that contributed to its artfulness and pleasing qualities (56). Coupled with imagination’s “two broad wings, Faith
and Enthusiasm,” Simms claimed these qualities “constitute what men
call ‘Genius’” (19-20).
Simms’s account of how Travels “lifted [Bartram] into the purple
atmosphere,” “borrowed wings for vision,” and “enabled him to rise
always above the clouds” also echoes his own definition of poetry as
“wingèd Thought.” Simms explains in Poetry and the Practical that this
was the rarified category of language that “prepare[s] the soul for still
nobler conditions than any which it has yet enjoyed” (49). This was the
affective quality of Bartram’s prose Simms alluded to in his admission
that he had “almost insensibly, been beguiled by his fancy into the exercise of my own” (Selected Poems 356). Just like poetry, Travels did not
diminish nature’s ability to inspire others.
Equally poetic was Bartram’s ability to “suggest … corresponding and sympathetic fancies to the mind” from the scenes he described
(357). Encouraging such epiphanies was another important responsibility of the poet, explains Simms in Poetry and the Practical. If there are
“moral and spiritual uses … of winds and waters, trees and flowers,” then
“the Poet is the Interpreter who can best reveal their import, as he is the
person most largely connected, in every way, with the universal nature”
(44, 46). This was part of a “constant struggle to grasp at the most universal and inflexible of the laws of nature,” but Bartram was successful on
all accounts, according to Simms (67). The latter, by “using [Bartram’s]
imagery and amplifying his suggestions with my own,” sought “to perfect his pictures” and convey their “moral and spiritual uses” for another
generation of readers.
A handful of the poems in the “Notes from Bartram” series coincide with this traditional Romantic relationship between nature, poet,
and mankind. “The Cypress,” for instance, is characteristic of Simms’s
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attentiveness to the environment, and his description of the tree’s physical characteristics translates these features into values relevant to the
human condition:
Lo! Where the Cypress soars in majesty;—
Gigantic column from an archéd base,
Springing above the swamp—with great flat dome,
Fringed with the Druid moss. It stands aloft,
Meet emblem of the virtues in Old Age,
Which wave paternal arms o’er feebler tribes,
And, bearded with the grey of eld, yet mocks
Decay in humbler forms. The tooth of Time,
Gnaws unavailing on its mighty trunk,
While the storm beats as vainly on its brow.
(Selected Poems 117)
In keeping with the notion that spiritual teachings are latent in the natural world, Simms sanctifies the cypress in the poem’s opening lines. For
example, the exclamatory phrase in the poem’s first sentence emphasizes
the speaker’s awe at the tree’s grandeur. Likewise, the cypress is represented in architectural terms that liken the tree to a cathedral. Similar to a
spire, the cypress “soars in majesty.” Its trunk resembles a church edifice,
appearing both stately as a column and as weightless as a flying buttress
“[s]pringing above the swamp.” Simms even compares the tree’s majestic crown—somewhat paradoxically—to a “great flat dome.”
Simms shifts to personifying the cypress, using the poem’s reverential tone to pay homage to the tree as the patriarch of the swamp. The
cypress is a “[m]eet emblem of the virtues in Old Age,” an epitome of
dignity. Its “paternal” branches hover protectively “o’er feebler tribes” of
shorter and less robust trees. Albeit older, age is not a sign of vulnerability. Instead, the cypress’s lichen “beard … with the grey of eld” suggests
the tree’s gravitas and maturity. This stature enables it to withstand the
assault of parasites and disease as the cypress “mocks / Decay in humbler forms” as well as to defend against the long-term threat of time and
weather that “gnaw [...] unavailingly on its mighty trunk.” Though here
associated with a tree, the strength, duty, and sagacity of the cypress are
universal and timeless virtues, and they contribute to a dignified fortitude
that transcends more superficial forms of prestige, including those related
to materialism.
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Bartram’s description of the snow drop is another instance of
nature having redemptive qualities analogous to human experience.
Simms’s interpretation of these qualities in “The Snow Drop” begins
with a traditional symbol of a white flower to emphasize the purity and
value of chastity:
Oh! precious, with a crest of pure white flowers,
Showing the blest virginity in Hope,
That, midst the work of Winter’s violent shocks,
Promises Spring; and, rising through the snow,
Asserts its triumph, over all assault,
And right to sunshine! And the green spear hedges,
With which it fences its sweet virgin flowers,
Declare the warrior-legions, set to rise,
And guard the shrines she consecrates to love.
(Selected Poems 117)
Simms translates the “The Snow Drop” into an icon of traditional virtue
in a world corrupted by utilitarian values. Simms valorizes the flower’s
apparent conviction by highlighting the strength of its “blest virginity”
and “Hope,” and how they withstand the “violent shocks” of cold, personified as a season laboring to undermine the flower’s perseverance.
The Snow Drop is not a passive defender of its virtue, either. Its aggressiveness is revealed by its “assert[iveness] … over all assault.” Likewise,
the Snow Drop’s leaves are militantly protective of the plant’s virtue. In
contrast to the innocence associated with the flower’s “pur[ity],” “virginity,” and “hope,” martial “spear[s]” and insistent “warrior-legions” guard
the Snow Drop’s “sweet virgin flowers.” They fence in its “shrines” to
protect its integrity against anything other than what the chaste flower
“consecrates to love.”
Like the quiet dignity of old age represented by the cypress, the
Snow Drop’s zealous chastity was a traditional value that merited celebration in a new age of market capitalism where morality seemed pliable.
Beyond just offering beautiful objects for pleasant reflection, Simms’s
poems transform the tree and the plant into metaphors of model conduct,
converting their physical qualities into symbolic characteristics of virtue
that merit emulation. These two poems are characteristic, notes Kibler, of
how “Simms yokes the outer world to the inner world, or … the world of
external physical nature with the mind of the individual or the spiritual
world to which it is allied” (“Perceiver and Perceived” 108). “Yokes” is
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an appropriate description here, for in both cases nature is pressed into
service by Simms’s language and acts of interpretation. Albeit for the
benefit of mankind, both “The Cypress” and “The Snow Drop” interpret
and assign value to nature by its figurative utility to mankind.
The bonds that Simms customarily attempts to trace between man
and nature are far more likely to be disrupted in “Notes from Bartram.”
Images of violence and resistance symbolize the environment’s power to
impede Simms’s translation of it. Consequently, in contrast to nature’s
providing role models for emulation or even ministering to man’s spiritual needs, many of the poems in this series represent nature as mute,
aggressively returning the gaze of the naturalist and poet, or fiercely
protecting its “universal truths” from human eyes and interpretation.
Of course, Simms was never a pastoral writer, so it is not uncommon to
find ambivalent representations of the environment in his work that defy
conventional Romantic aspirations of a close bond between man and
nature.4 However, the Bartram poems emphasize how nature can elude
Simms’s ability to analyze and interpret the symbolic lessons that nature
possesses, frustrating his “ministry to the soul of man” (Poetry and the
Practical 31).
Three motifs in particular within “Notes from Bartram” express
nature’s antagonism toward the poet: representations of nature as violent;
as itself watchful and unwilling to be objectified by an authorial gaze;
and as secretive, reluctant to reveal any symbolic, spiritual meaning.
“Palmetto Royal” is typical of this first pattern of characterization. In
Simms’s description of this picturesque tree, it is assertively defending itself from not only its enemies in the natural world, but also from
humans and their intrusion:
Crested with silvery pyramid of flowers,
Fenced in by thousand swords of glittering green,
A forest of sharp bayonets at your breast.
(Selected Poems 123)
On one hand, Simms’s verse vividly evokes the image of the palmetto;
his “word picture” emphasizes the striking aspects of the plant, especially
its magnificent flowers and the verdure and shape of the surrounding
fronds. But like “The Snow Drop,” the flowering parts of the tree (i.e.,
its reproductive organs) are protected by martial guardians. The brilliant
fronds are a “thousand swords” drawn and prepared for action, and they
assert themselves like a “forest of sharp bayonets at your breast.”
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The tone of this last line of “Palmetto Royal” differentiates it
from the conclusion of “The Snow Drop.” In contrast to the defensive
posture of the leaves in “The Snow Drop,” the fronds of the palmetto
have adopted an offensive pose—“aimed at your breast”— directed at the
reader him or herself, emphasized by the speaker’s use of the second person pronoun. The poem invites the reader to contemplate the tree, but the
palmetto’s defenses demand that a distance be maintained. This enforced
buffer precludes any meaningful examination, reflected by the poem’s
comparative brevity. The curtailed study is also figuratively reflected
by the absent translation of any metaphorical virtue. Simms does not
offer any interpretative signposts in “Palmetto Royal” like those in “The
Cypress” or “The Snow Drop” that help shape the translation of the tree’s
qualities or explain their relevance to humanity. In contrast to the dignity
of “The Cypress” and the chastity of “The Snow Drop,” it is impossible
to tease out the emblematic spiritual value of the palmetto other than its
adversarial nature.
Other poems in “Notes from Bartram” also contest Simms’s ability to explain nature’s spiritual and poetical importance by the way the
plants and animals return the speaker’s objectifying gaze. In this defiant
maintenance of their subjectivity, there is a quiet refusal by the environment to submit to or even acknowledge the authority of man or language,
especially the latter’s power of signification. In “Wood Pelican,” for
instance, the speaker draws the reader’s attention to their collective mistaken assumption of human power and mobility:
Think you we move unseen?
Look, now, where broods yon sad Wood Pelican,
A sentinel, perch’d on topmost height of spire,
That watches, like some venerable sage,
The sports of the unconscious tribes below.
(Selected Poems 119)
The reader, again included by the speaker in the act of observation by the
use of the second and then the first person plural, is initially ignorant of
being watched. The narrator must point out that those who are ostensibly surveying the environment are themselves under scrutiny by nature.
Rather than allowing itself to be reduced to an object of study, the pelican
remains independent and watchful, akin to a “sentinel.”
Unlike “The Cypress” and “The Snow Drop,” the speaker of
“Wood Pelican” does attempt an explanation of environmental behavior,
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characterizing the bird as “sad” and “brooding.” This act of personification is an attempt to correlate nature and humanity by virtue of assigning qualities of the latter to the former. Nevertheless, the reason for the
pelican’s gloomy demeanor remains enigmatic and thus foils the poet’s
interpretation; what this mood connotes and why this is meaningful for
the poet and his fellow man go unexplained. “[P]erch’d on topmost
height of spire,” nature still maintains a physical and hermeneutical distance. Additionally, the bird’s wariness is emphasized again in the next
line by his “watch[fulness],” especially of the comparably trivial “sports
of the unconscious tribes below.” The latter reference could be to the terrestrial animal kingdom below the animal’s perch. However, in the context of the human conceit and cumbrousness alluded to in the first line,
“sports” also suggests the follies of man, and “unconscious,” his inability
to discern the presence, not to mention the symbolic and spiritual meaning, of the pelican.
The final means by which the environment resists the impositions
of mankind in “Notes from Bartram”—in terms of meaning as well as
physical presence—is through its muteness. More often than not in this
series nature withholds its secrets, which Simms identified in Poetry and
the Practical as the environment’s “types of spiritual truths” (46). This
motif of nature remaining unknowable is apparent in “Wood Pelican,” for
instance, where the bird is silent. Unlike a “venerable sage” to whom it
is compared, the pelican refuses to share its wisdom. The same image is
repeated in “Cormorants”:
Hung above the stream,
From twigs or bending branches, wings outspread,
The brooding Cormorants watch, and as you move,
Drop from their heights into the glassy wave,
And sail away in silence. (Selected Poems 124)
Similar to the boundary that nature maintains between itself and the
observer elsewhere in the Bartram poems, the cormorants are only visible
from afar, “above the stream” and remaining isolated by “their heights.”
They, too, are wary as they “watch … as you move” and intrude into
their habitat. Simms again personifies these animals—they are likewise
doleful, “brooding” or meditating on some troublesome secret. Again,
though, in spite of attempts to make the bird’s demeanor analogous to
human qualities, the cormorants remain incomprehensible. The reason
behind their ruminations and their silence cannot be deciphered by the
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narrator, who fails to attribute translatable meaning to the birds’ behavior
before they “sail away in silence,” finally frustrating any revelation.
Do these motifs of hostility, watchfulness, and silence indicate
limitations to Simms’s Romanticism? The poet’s commitment to it over
the course of his long life and career suggests not. In fact, one of the
few consistent aspects of Simms’s aesthetic and intellectual vision is
the value he placed on nature and his faith in poetry’s importance. The
sheer quantity of poems that he wrote with nature as a topic, for instance,
underscores the strength and consistency of his Romantic convictions.
Poetry and the Practical itself is merely a concise articulation of beliefs
that he had been espousing for most of his mature career, explains Eric
Carl Link (53). Moreover, Simms made many of the same points as persuasively and as passionately in his 1870 address Sense of the Beautiful,
less than two months before his death.
The apparent facility with which Simms wrote his impressive
oeuvre and the confidence with which he explained himself should not
lead anyone to underestimate his careful eye and the humility with which
he approached the environment and his task. In other words, Simms’s
fecundity should not imply that he viewed nature as a static, homogenous, monolithic entity. The “Notes from Bartram” series illustrates
his recognition that nature, not the poet, maintains the ultimate power.
As Raglon and Scholtmeijer remind us, nature “exists apart from human
control” (253). “Notes from Bartram” illustrates the consequences of
this. These poems demonstrate the challenges that Romantic poets like
Simms confronted in seeking to locate meaning in ecological phenomena
and the inadequacy of language to always or completely capture that. In
spite of the poet’s best intentions, nature can thwart the imposition of
man’s taxonomies and exegeses, and these poems manifest that resistance.
Despite claiming that “Poets … [are] our best teachers” when
it comes to evaluating “the objects of Divine Wisdom,” Simms—to
his credit—recognizes these limitations to a poet’s skill as a translator
(Poetry and the Practical 34). In Poetry and the Practical Simms speaks
of “the grateful in the innocent breath of flowers [and] the seductive
charms of wood and landscape.” But that allure is a “subtle and mysterious influence of reverie and dream, which perpetually lead us out … into
unknown and wondrous regions” (38). In contrast to a picturesque nature,
this metaphysical landscape that we have been awakened to by poetry and
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its ability to “raise … the soul” and “prevent degradation of the sublime
into the animal,” explains Kibler, is frighteningly inscrutable (Poetry
and the Practical xxxviii). Its properties transcend any human ability to
acknowledge or express them. It is, says Simms, a “nature without us and
within, whose subtle associations are wholly beyond our control—teaching a condition more profound and mysterious than any thing which has
within the ordinary province of Nature” (Poetry and the Practical 38).
This powerlessness in the face of the sublime corresponds to the violent,
silent, and watchful flora and fauna of “Notes from Bartram.” Much like
“Palmetto Royal,” “Wood Pelican,” or “Cormorants,” the “subtle associations” of nature are “beyond our control” to decipher and are “more
profound and mysterious” than is possible to adequately explain. As
David Newton has suggested, this is a dilemma that Simms recognized
and shared with his British predecessors Shelley and Coleridge: “Since
the translated words of the poet are always finite, even the most evocative
poem remains an inadequate utterance, an intimation of a more profound,
unspeakable meaning” (33-34).
If the symbolic value of these poems remains elusive, Simms’s
conveyance of that potency to resist interpretation nonetheless depicts
nature’s transcendent power. But even this ambivalence can be meaningful. In their discussion of the relationship between nature and language,
Raglon and Scholtmeijer explain that the texts that avoid “impos[ing] a
linguistic experience on the world” are nonetheless remarkable by virtue
of their capacity to do “the opposite by revivifying and renewing our
experience of the world” (250). They argue that “the best writing about
nature builds into its narrative allusions to nature’s resistance … The
best stories about nature are those that have sensed the power of nature
to resist, or question, or evade the meanings we attempt to impose upon
the natural world” (252). For a poet committed to emphasizing the multivalent “power of nature,” to use Brennan’s phrase, even the silences
of Simms’s “Notes from Bartram” are able to connote this potency
(“Simms, Wordsworth” 37). Far more than a footnote to his Romantic
practice, Simms’s “Notes on Bartram” remind us of the range, fecundity,
and complexity of a poet whose protean output continues to challenge
readers and refine our understanding of the literary currents he navigated
and in many ways charted during the course of his long and remarkable
career.
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Notes
The author is indebted to Nicholas Meriwether, Matthew Brennan, and Lauren
LaFauci for their kind guidance and thoughtful readings of this essay.
1. For a comprehensive study of the similarities between Simms and Emerson,
see James Everett Kibler, Jr.’s introduction to Selected Poems of William
Gilmore Simms; for Simms and Wordsworth, see Matthew C. Brennan’s “Simms,
Wordsworth, and ‘The Mysterious Teachings of the Natural World.’”
2. For more on Simms’s knowledge of local flora and fauna, see Kibler,
“Simms as Naturalist: Lowcountry Landscape in his Revolutionary Novels.”
For Simms’s thoughts on agricultural practices, see Brennan, “The Nature of
Simms’s Southern Ecology”, and Eric William Ensley, “Farmer Simms and His
Agricultural Critique of Nash Roach.”
3. As it was the final version of the text published by Simms in his lifetime, I will
quote from the 1867 Courier series, using the corrected versions of the poems
that appear in Kibler’s Selected Poems. Since the series itself went unnamed
in Simms’s own lifetime, I will also follow Kibler’s example and identify the
collection of poems by the heading that precedes their first draft in Simms’s
“Personal and Literary Memorials.”
4. See Brennan’s “Simms, Wordsworth, and ‘The Mysterious Teachings of the
Natural World’” for an especially insightful reading of the nightmarish landscape
of “Boy Lost in the Woods” (44).
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Simms, Freemasonry, and His
“Epistle to a Brother Mason in Affliction”
Paul C. Graham
In March of 1865, Simms set about the task of publishing the
tragic events surrounding the capture and destruction of the city of
Columbia, South Carolina, during its occupation by the Union army in
February, 1865. Before going to press, Simms had spent over a month
copiously collecting first-hand accounts of the horrors that transpired on
the streets of Columbia on February 17 and 18, 1865, following its formal
surrender to the Federal troops under the command of William Tecumseh
Sherman. In the April 6, 1865 edition of the Columbia Phoenix, Simms
devotes an entire section of his serial account to the losses suffered by the
Freemasons and other fraternal orders of the city. In this section he also
narrates his encounter with some Masons in Sherman’s army during the
invasion:
In a conversation with one of the Western Masons,
he responded to the signs and behaved courteously,
but said: “We are told that all fraternization with your
Masonic bodies of the South, has been cut off, in consequence of your Masons renouncing all connection or tie
between them and the Masons of the North.” We replied
to him that the story was absurd, and evidently set afloat
in order to prevent the Northern Masons from affording
succor to a Southern brother in the hour of his distress—
that Masonry overrides the boundaries of States, allows
of no political or religious differences, and that its very
nature and constitution are averse to the idea of any such
renunciations of the paramount duties of the craft, in all
countries and under all circumstances. (A City 104)
Simms was correct. Although a recent Mason, he understood the position adopted by the American Grand Lodges with regards to the war,
viz., that the recognition of and fraternization with other Masons could
not be based on which side of the conflict any brother Mason might take
(Roberts 55-77). One’s obligation as a Freemason, in fact, is assumed
111
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with the express assurance that one’s religious or political opinions
would not be infringed upon by the fraternity—something that would
have been attractive to Simms during the travails of war. Simms’s participation in Masonry, then, is a neglected but significant facet of his
post-war attempts to initiate healing not only within the South but also
between the North and the South. He showed his leadership once again
by joining in a delegation to the North to appeal for relief and by writing
in his poem “Epistle to a Brother Mason in Affliction” about the responsibility of Northern Masons to help their distressed Southern brethren.
The Masonic Fraternity
A brief overview of the Masonic fraternity reveals why it would
have appealed to Simms during those trying times. The actual origins of
the Freemasons are lost to time, although there have been thousands of
books written over the past 200 years that propound one theory or another.
According to the most accepted accounts, the Masons of the Middle
Ages were actual stone masons and builders. They were responsible for
many of the famous cathedrals and other magnificent structures found
throughout Europe and Britain. These early Masons are generally referred
to as “Operative Masons.”
In the early seventeenth century, as the number of operative
Masons began to decrease, they began to accept non-operative members.
These members, who had no intention of becoming builders, joined for
social reasons, or perhaps from an interest in the craft’s ancient customs.
At first there were only a few of these, but as time passed their number
increased until by the early part of the eighteenth century, they were more
numerous and influential than the Operatives.
At this point things began to change. The modern incarnation
of Freemasonry began in 1717 when four local lodges met and formed
the first Grand Lodge at the Goose and Gridiron Tavern in London. This
body was charged with the responsibility for instituting regularity among
the various existing lodges and to make provisions for starting new ones.
As this body began issuing charters for new lodges throughout Britain,
Europe, and the Colonies, the Masons began to experience tremendous
growth. Grand Lodges were also formed in Scotland and Ireland and they
also began issuing charters for the formation of new lodges, but the English
claim primary responsibility for the origins of modern Freemasonry.
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One definition of the Freemasons proposed by Masonic author
Henry Wilson Coil (a 33rd-degree Mason, one of the highest orders)
explains:
Freemasonry is an oath-bound fraternal order of men;
deriving from the medieval fraternity of operative
Freemasons; adhering to many of their Ancient Charges,
laws, customs, and legends; loyal to the civil government
under which it exists; inculcating moral and social virtues
by symbolic application of stonemasons’ working tools
and by allegories, lectures, and charges; obligating its
members to observe principles of brotherly love, equality,
mutual aid, secrecy, and confidence; which has secret
modes of recognition that permit members to recognize
one another as Freemasons; and whose members meet in
lodges, governed somewhat autocratically by a Master,
assisted by Wardens; where petitioners, after inquiry
into their mental, moral, and physical qualifications, are
admitted into the fraternity in secret ceremonies based in
part on old legends of the Craft. (Coil 164)
Though expansive and somewhat dated, Coil’s definition still provides
enough of a description of the common beliefs and practices of the
Freemasons today to give those outside of the fraternity a good idea of
who they are and what they do.
Freemasonry made its official entrance into the New World in
1733 when St. John’s Lodge was chartered in Boston. By 1735, Masonry
was established in South Carolina with the chartering of Solomon Lodge
No. 1 of Charleston. Since that time—especially during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries—Charleston has been an especially active
center of Masonic activity. There were thirteen functioning lodges in
Charleston during Simms’s lifetime and he would have certainly been
aware of their existence and have had contact with many of their members (Mackey, History of Freemasonry 533-79).
Simms’s Masonic Membership
Most of the details of Simms’s membership in the Masonic
fraternity were lost in the flames of war. The details that we do have
are based on fragmentary and circumstantial evidence. In a letter dated
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September 9, 1865, Simms told his friend James Lawson that he had been
“persuaded to join the Masons” since they last saw one another (Letters
4:517). Lawson last visited Simms in 1859 (Trent 243). In 1860, the last
full listing of all Masons in South Carolina before the war was published
by the Grand Lodge of South Carolina. Simms’s name does not appear.
The latest possible date for Simms’s Masonic membership is February
1865, when Simms makes it clear in his writings that he was a Mason
during the invasion of Columbia. All references to the Masons in his
published letters appear after this date. Although this provides a five-year
window—sometime between 1860 and 1865—as to when Simms could
have joined the Masonic fraternity, the actual date was probably closer
to 1865. This is suggested by the Lodge Simms joined: Richland Lodge
No. 39, A.F.M. in Columbia.1
According to a 1939 history of Orange Lodge No. 14 of
Charleston—the lodge that Simms would later join after the war on
12 February 1866—Simms was “raised [i.e., became a Master Mason]
in Richland Lodge, No. 56” (24).2 This apparently useful information
errs in one vital detail: the lodge number is incorrect. Richland Lodge
of Columbia’s number was 39. Initially I assumed this to be a typographical error, but confirmation came from a surprising source: a letter
sent from the Masons of Columbia to the Masons of the North (“New
Documentation”). One of the original circulars sent throughout New
York by their Grand Master, this document contained the appeal sent by
the Masons of Columbia. A letter likely written by Simms, it was signed
by Simms and six other Columbia Masons. Simms is designated as being
both the chairman of the commission and a member of Richland Lodge.
Because three other members of the commission were also from Richland
Lodge and their membership can be verified independently, we may be
certain that Simms was, indeed, a member of Richland Lodge No. 39.
Not only does this letter confirm Simms’s mother lodge, it also
provides further insights into Simms’s important trip to solicit aid from
the Masons of the North in November 1865, discussed below. Because it
is fairly well documented that Simms’s travels between Woodlands and
Columbia were somewhat regular beginning in May 1864 and that he
was a full-time resident of Columbia by January 1865 (Trent 276-80),
and because Simms was made a Mason in Columbia at Richland Lodge
No. 39, it may be reasonably assumed that Simms became a Mason
sometime between May 1864 and January 1865.
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Southern Distress and Northern Succor
On 28 October 1865 a notice was published in the New York
Times announcing the visit of Brothers William Gilmore Simms and
Robert S. Bruns to the Masons of the North:
The Masons of the North are about to receive a distinguished committee from the capital of South Carolina …
to represent to their Northern brethren the distressed and
prostate condition of the Masonic lodges of Columbia,
where they were once so numerous, strong, powerful
and active …. The Brotherhood in the Northern states, it
is hoped, will extend the hand of welcome to these two
eminent members of the fraternity. They will make their
departure for the City of New York in the steamer on
Thursday. They have obtained the freedom of the cars
from various Presidents of the railroads, and messrs.
Willis & Chisholm, of the People’s line, have invited
them to take passage in the Moneka, free of all charge.
Simms’s traveling companion, Robert Bruns, was also a Charlestonian
exile in Columbia during its invasion. He was a well-known and respected Mason throughout the state and was a Past Master of Orange Lodge
No. 14 in Charleston, the Lodge that Simms would later join. Bruns
would become Grand Secretary and then Grand Master of Masons in
South Carolina in the years following the war.
Before their departure, the letter sent to the Grand Lodges of the
North described their circumstances and made the case for aid:
The respectful and affectionate Memorial of your distressed Brethren, of the city of Columbia, S.C., showeth
that, by the events of war, they have been deprived of
all their possessions, whether as individuals or Masons;
that as individuals, they are, many of them, without the
means of comfortable subsistence for themselves and
families; that their city has been mostly laid in ashes,
to the total destruction of houses, furniture, and chattels
of all descriptions with the loss besides, in thousands of
instances, of their plate, jewels, money, and resources
of every kind; that as Masons, their Lodges have been
destroyed entirely; their paraphernalia; the jewels of sev-
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eral Orders, and every tool and insignia, which have been
so precious to the Brotherhood, and which are so essential to their rituals and ceremonies; that we have now no
places, save by favor of friends, where we can assemble
for the usual working of Lodges; that we have no ability
to replace our sacred things, and maintain those solemn
rites, which all true Masons so tenaciously insist upon,
as necessary duties, in the promotion towards perfection
of those sacred essentials of Fraternity, Charity, Truth,
Light, and Justice, which are held to be the vital objects
of the Brotherhood …. The destitution of our Masons
is such … that our poor can no longer be succored by
our alms; the widow and the orphan can no longer be
befriended by substantial service; and we can no longer
educate their children. In this, then, our state of utter
helplessness, denial, privation and distress; solicitous of
the re-establishment of our shrines, of the resumption of
our rituals and labors, and the rebuilding of our Temples;
we appeal to you, the well-beloved Brethren of our
Ancient Order; to you who have felt none of the ravages
of war, and whose altars yet send up their unpolluted
incense from shrines of peace; for that succor which we
need, and which, it is a pleasure to us to believe, you
have equally the will and the ability to bestow. You can
help us to repair our ruined Lodges in this the Capital
city of our State, where our Grand Master abides, and
from which, as from a common centre, the Fraternity
sends forth the inspiration which kindles the hearts of the
Brotherhood in the remotest sections.
Their appeal was made not just on the grounds of fraternal obligations,
but also on the fact that the Masons of Columbia had been faithful and
true to the Northern Masons who had been in their city and under their
care when they were in distress during the late war:
The Freemasons of the city of Columbia claim to have
been always true to the Brethren, even when war raged
like a demon through the land; they have sought out
their Northern Brethren in the prisons where they lay
captive; have supplied them with money, clothes, com-
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forts and even luxuries; have obtained their temporary
release from prison that they might join with us in the
rites of Masonry, and, in so doing, have incurred the
severe censure of those, not of the Craft, who regarded
these prisoners only as enemies and invaders of the
country. The Masons of Columbia confidently appeal
to the testimony of hundreds of these captives, to speak
of no other guests, to show that they have been faithful
to their Brethren, and to all those principles and laws of
our sacred Order, which are paramount in the minds and
souls of all the Brotherhood.
Copies of the letter, bearing the signatures of Simms and the other committee members, along with the recommendation of the Grand Master of
Masons in New York, Robert D. Holmes, were distributed to the various
lodges throughout New York.
By all reports, they were warmly received. In New Jersey,
Edward Ellis, a member of Trenton Lodge No. 5, was present when
Simms visited and later wrote:
William Gilmore Simms, the distinguished novelist
of South Carolina, came north directly after the close
of the Civil War to ask for Masonic Help in rebuilding the lodges that had been destroyed during General
Sherman’s march to the sea. Funds were showered upon
him to that extent that the moisture filled his eyes and
his voice broke when he tried to express his thanks ….
(230-31)
According to the report submitted by Simms and Bruns to the Board of
Trustees of Masonic Funds in Columbia upon their return, this moving
scene was repeated in every lodge they visited:
In all, we have met, the most fraternal kindness, such
as becomes the sacred character of our brotherhood. We
have reported to them the sad mischances and misfortunes of our fraternity at home, and, we believe, that so
far as their resources have allowed them, they have generously responded to our wishes and necessities …. Your
Commissioners beg to report that they were received
every where with the sympathetic & affectionate wel-
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come which should become a fraternity whose mission
is Charity—An institution which precludes prejudices
& politics and ignores the passions of Vanity, Cupidity
& War, which it is our especial mission to subdue &
modify, So that peace & good will shall prevail among
all men …. (Minutes)
Bruns and Simms returned to Columbia with $ 2,006.40 in relief, after
expenses totaling $449.00 were paid to the travelers upon their return.
Other donations followed. By April 1867, the Board of Trustees of
Masonic Funds would have almost $6,000.00 on hand in the form of cash
and notes (Minutes). These funds were used to provide relief for sick and
distressed South Carolinians, provide a source of credit for those trying
to rebuild their business and personal lives, and to rebuild a Masonic
Lodge in the capitol city.
After his initial visit to the North, Simms maintained close
relations with some of the Masons he met in his travels, even making
arrangements for obtaining aid for his destitute friends after the war.
When he returned to New York in June 1867, he made it a point to make
time to see the Masons of that state and was successful in procuring even
more aid for many suffering souls in South Carolina (Trent 304). During
the remainder of his life, Simms became a beloved member of the fraternity, both at home and abroad. In the history of Orange Lodge, Simms is
described as “a highly useful member” of the fraternity who “delivered
a series of lectures on Masonry” (24).3 Robert Gould (1835-1915), the
English historian of Freemasonry, took special notice of Simms in his
comprehensive, six-volume work:
William Gilmore Simms, an ardent and devoted Mason,
achieved a place of distinction in the field of American
literature. His books have been widely read. Bro.
Simms’s history of South Carolina is perhaps the most
faithful in detail of any that has ever been written; on
that account it was for many years used as a textbook in
the schools of the State. William Gilmore Simms lived
a long and useful life and was ever an honour to the
Fraternity that he loved so well. (206)
It is not known if Simms requested or received Masonic rites at his death,
but his lodge certainly mourned his loss. The Masons of South Carolina,
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especially those of Columbia, would be ever grateful to Simms and his
efforts to afford succor and relief to the suffering people of his war-torn
state.
Simms as Masonic Poet
Among the more notable individuals with whom Simms met
on his initial journey North were Brothers Robert Macoy and Daniel
Sickles of Masonic Publishing and Manufacturing Company of New
York. In their 1866 publication The Masonic Eclectic, Simms published
two explicitly Masonic poems, the only poems he wrote as a Mason for a
specifically Masonic audience. One of these, “Epistle to a Brother Mason
in Affliction,” is a moving summation of Simms’s experience with and
gratitude towards the Masonic fraternity, especially his experiences during his post-war pilgrimage to the North. Its seven, 7-line stanzas rhyming ababcdcd describe an exchange between two Masons, one in distress
and the other trying to console him, reminding him that, as Masons, they
all took the same sacred obligation. That oath meant that succor and relief
could be counted upon, that there was reason to be hopeful, and that the
sufferer should pick himself up and carry on.
Simms’s speaker assumes the role of a Northern Mason, one of
the “Northern Brethren” who sympathize with “the distressed and prostrate condition of the Masonic lodges of Columbia”:
Dear Brother of the Mystic Tie,
With brethren ever on the Square,
Why creeps the sadness to thine eye,
Why now the sigh, and now the tear?
Doth sorrow brood beside thy hearth?
Is fortune to thy hope adverse?
These are the Fates that sadden earth,
From Adam down to us, the curse!
But, with the bitter comes the sweet;
There’s love and friendship giv’n to man;
And ties more sacred round thee meet,
To give thee succor if they can!
Our Brotherhood of holiest ties
Commends thy sorrow to my care;
A Mason’s love shall dry thine eyes,
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And lift thy spirit from despair!
Ay, but thou griev’st o’er fortune’s fall,
Thy wife and children are at need;
My purse is thine—I give thee all;
Go, make them happy—see them feed!
Here’s more; begin the world anew,
Strike bravely out for fortune’s boon,
A thousand brothers, fond and true,
Will join me to succor soon.
Could’st thou distrust the pledges given
By thee, and me, and others, where,
On that bright night, the blest of Heaven,
We all, together, sought the square?
On the same goodly level stood,
Shared in the ancient rites that made
Of all a glorious Brotherhood,
The same in sunshine as in shade?
Our Masters, from old Moses down,
Had made the self-same pledge of old;
’Twas sacred held by Solomon,
Even when he sate on throne of gold:
’Twas precious with the Maccabees,
A law to bind Hiram’s heart;
And, crossing lands, and spanning seas,
It won new links in growth of art.
The bond is sacred now as then,
Our hearts as true as their’s have proved;
We weep, with tears of brother men,
With all who suffer and have loved;
Though dim may grow our lesser lights,
Though all our sacred pillars fall,
A brother’s grief, each lamp relights,
And what is one’s belongs to all.
Then cheer thee, brother, for the strife;
New fountains shall around thee spring,
And, honoring God, and succoring life,
A thousand brothers to thee cling.
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The gavel and the trowel thine,
With Masters at thy hand to guide,
Go build thy home, go plant thy vine,
And, in thy brethren find thy pride.
Several lines make explicit Masonic references. For example, in
stanza 1 Simms refers to “the Mystic Tie.” As Albert G. Mackey explains,
this tie represents “That sacred and inviolable bond which unites men of
the most discordant opinions into one band of brothers, which gives but
one language to men of all nations and one altar to men of all religions, is
properly, from the mysterious influence it exerts, denominated the mystic
tie; and Freemasons, because they alone are under its influence, or enjoy
its benefits, are called ‘Brethren of the Mystic Tie’” (691). Moreover,
in line 2 of the opening stanza, Simms depicts the “brethren ever on
the Square.” While the Square might be taken by non-Masons literally,
perhaps denoting the space downtown where the distressed Masons gather,
to Masons the word is explicitly symbolic. In Freemasonry the square is
a symbol of morality, truthfulness, and honesty, especially as it relates to
one’s interaction with other members of society. Stanza 2, then, picks up
on the reference to the “Brotherhood” of Masons and their “holiest ties”
and as expected proclaims that the brethren will “give them succor” (1112). Indeed, the year before Simms published this poem, he and Bruns
returned to Columbia with the succor of more than two thousand dollars.
Simms reverts to the image of the square in stanza 4 and makes it
the “goodly level” where all the Masonic brothers “shared in the ancient
rites.” This stanza references the obligation or oath taken by all Freemasons
when they pass through the initiatory rites of the order. The “pledge”
to which he refers is the obligation one has to another Brother Mason,
his wife, and children (or his widow and orphans), when in distress. If
the Brother to whom the appeal is made is in a position to help, without
sacrificing his immediate obligations to himself and his own family, he is
obliged to help as much as his means and ability will allow.
Clearly, then, Simms’s account of the Masons recorded in the
Phoenix bears greater significance than a mere narrative by an interested
but objective reporter. Rather, the encounter with the Masons informs his
trip later that year to New York as an official emissary from the Columbia
Masons seeking aid from the Northern Masons. Moreover, the passage in
the Columbia paper thematically dovetails with Simms’s poetic “Epistle”
of 1866 that addresses “A Brother Mason in Affliction,” demonstrating
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how “the Northern Masons” can afford “succor to a Southern brother in
the hour of his distress.”

Notes
1. Ancient Free Masons. This designation is unique to South Carolina.
2. In a 23 May 1951 letter to Simms’s grandson John Govan Simms, H. M. Pace,
then Grand Master of the Ancient Free Masons of South Carolina, wrote that
Simms “was raised to the Sublime Degree of a Master Mason on February 12,
1866,” as recorded in the history of Orange Lodge 14. A photostat of that letter
was recently donated to the South Caroliniana Library by John G. Simms, Jr.
3. These lectures have not been located. Arrangements are currently being made
with the lodge descended from Orange Lodge, Orange-Charles Towne Lodge No.
14, A.F.M., to search their archives for further clues. There is reason to believe
that the 1866 minute book, containing information on Simms’s membership and
the lectures, is still extant.
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